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INTRODUCTION 

 

Since the beginning of time, mankind has assembled an extensive collection of 
myths and legends that continue to puzzle the curious and inquisitive.  Each 
and every one of these mythical and legendary records will continue to be re-
counted,.re-examined.and.relentlessly.probed.until.they.are.solved.or.resolved. 
While there are definite commonalities between myths and legends, there are 
also distinguishing differences.  Legends are based on some aspect of factual 
events that have escaped their initial boundaries and grown increasingly 
distorted with time.  Mythology on the other hand, is based on primeval beliefs 
and traditional ideologies that have attempted to rationalize and interpret the 
unexplained by incorporating, demi-gods, supernatural creatures and super 
heroes. 
Almost every corner of British Columbia has experienced some of this 
provinces rich and colorful mining history.  With that history comes the 
inevitable legends.  Legends of murder, mayhem, hidden fortunes and 
mysterious lost gold mines.  For the most part, legends of hidden fortunes and 
lost gold mines have had a tendency to incorporate murder, deception, 
betrayal,.and.some.aspect.of.the.supernatural.into.their.story. 
One of the most famous of British Columbia's elusive fortunes that contains a 
captivating blend of mythological intrigue is the fabled Lost Pitt Lake Mine.  
This legendary mother lode is also known by other names such as, The Lost 
Creek.Mine,.Slumach's.Lost.Gold.Mine.and.Jackson's.Lost.Creek.Mine. 
According to legend, hidden somewhere in the southwestern region of British 
Columbia, beyond the head of Pitt Lake, lies a creek so rich in placer gold that 
it literally defies imagination.  Nestled somewhere in those steep and 
treacherous mountains with their deceptive unforgiving glaciers is the elusive 
mother.lode.of.mother.lodes. 
Since its conception in the late 1880's, countless prospectors and fortune 
hunters have searched in vain for this elusive creek of gold.  In their quest for 
fame and fortune, at least 25 of these unfortunate souls have died or simply 
vanished.into.the.wilderness,.never.to.be.seen.or.heard.from.again. 
Of the thousands of nameless prospectors who have searched for this 
legendary fortune, only five, in addition to the legends founder, have been 
historically identified or otherwise accredited as successfully locating a source 
of.gold. 
It is the stories surrounding Slumach, Jackson, Shotwell and Harrington, R.A. 
'Doc' - 'Volcanic' Brown and G.S. 'Stu' Brown that forms the basis of this book. 
The ghost of the legends founder, Slumach, is said to zealously guard the site 
slaying anyone who tries to retrieve the gold.  Some will swear that they have 
seen this ghostly apparition and claim to have been spared its wrathful 
vengeance only because they immediately retreated back to civilization.  Many 
believe that some of the deaths and disappearances that have occurred over 
the.years.are.the.direct.handiwork.of.this.ghostly.assassin. 
Modern science may have validated the existence of the paranormal and super- 
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natural entities however a hostile environment and nature itself can be just as 
lethal.and.unforgiving.as.any.ghost.seeking.revenge. 
The mountains and glaciers beyond the head of Pitt Lake are treacherous and 
will not pamper the inexperienced, unprepared or unlucky.  The rugged 
mountain terrain is steep, littered with gullies, canyons, ravines and 
treacherous unstable talus slopes.  Above the tree line the barren rock becomes 
smoother, slipperier and even more dangerous.  Numerous glaciers and snow 
packs in the area provide an illusion of safety with their thin and peaceful 
looking.cover.over.deadly.ice.crevices. 
World-class sized grizzly bear are on record as having been taken out of the 
search area.  Exceptionally large wolves, head and shoulders above the stumps 
of freshly fallen trees, have been seen by loggers working beyond the head of 
Pitt Lake.  A helicopter pilot has reported examining the remains of an uneaten 
yet disemboweled and dismembered mountain goat on an ice pack.  Several 
credible researchers have also reported sighting the fabled Sasquatch.  I 
personally have seen a wolverine that was at least the size of a large German 
Shepherd.dog. 
The weather, particularly in and around the immediate vicinity of the glaciers 
and ice packs, is unpredictable and can change suddenly and drastically 
within a few minutes.  Anyone caught unprepared on a steep barren rock 
slopes or in the lower ravines and gullies during heavy rainstorms can easily 
become.trapped.and.face.life.threatening.situations. 
The existence of a vengeful ghost is best left to individual opinion and belief.  
The existence of Sasquatch however is a more openly debatable subject.  Native 
history, numerous reported sightings and current available evidence does lead 
on to ponder the validity of the fabled creature.  Regardless of individual belief, 
I am confident that the recorded deaths and disappearances linked to this 
legend can be directly attributed to any one of the multitudes of natural peril 
commonly.encountered.in.the.area. 
For several months in 1987, I worked for British Columbia Forest Products as 
a driller/blaster at their logging operations at the head of Pitt Lake.  
Unfortunately, my employment was short lived due to the sudden onset of a 
serious health problem.  I was hospitalized for what was initially believed to be 
a heart condition.  The original diagnosis was nitroglycerin poisoning, a type of 
heart.condition.attributed.to.long-term.exposure.to.explosives. 
Within months of being virtually disabled with this condition, almost as 
suddenly as it appeared, my condition cleared and I fully regained my health.  I 
continued working with explosives until 1992 and never had a relapse of any 
type.  Whatever caused my health problem not only remains a medical mystery 
to.this.day,.it.is.also.my.own.personal.Pitt.Lake.mystery. 
During my brief stay at the BCFP logging camp at Alvin, a short distance past 
the head of Pitt Lake, I was fortunate enough to have had the opportunity to 
familiarize myself with all areas located within the logging boundaries.  I was 
also privy to some of the lesser-known stories that circulated amongst the 
loggers. 
In addition to viewing the more accessible sites located within the logging 
boundaries, I have also traveled to many of the more remote locations and 
examined several interesting sites.  To date, I have been involved with 7 
helicopter and 4 hiking expeditions to various  locations within  the boundaries  
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of.Garibaldi.and.Golden.Ears.Provincial.Parks. 
Experiencing the extremities of the terrain, the harshness of the environment 
and encounters with less than passive carnivorous animals has definitely given 
me a much clearer understanding of the legend and the vulnerability of 
humankind. 
Several people have asked me why I have never returned to the area where I 
believe the legendary gold is located.  The answer to that question is personal 
and I will not identify any specific reason.  I will only say that I did experience 
an event that I have no intention of repeating in my lifetime.  After reading this 
book, a perceptive reader may be able to speculate with some degree of 
accuracy,.the.reasoning.behind.my.resolve.  
Without gold nuggets in hand, it is both impossible and irresponsible to 
absolutely confirm the existence of the Lost Pitt Lake Mine.  However, by all 
accounts I firmly believe there is a remarkably rich mother lode worth billions 
of.dollars.at.today's.prices,.patiently.waiting.to.be.re-discovered.  
I am confident that the information presented in this book will offer even the 
most skeptical, food for thought.  
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CHAPTER 1 

Slumach 
(Unknown - January 16, 1891) 

History has shown us that it was an unusual series of events in the life of a 
native man named Slumach, during the late 1800’s, that established the 
foundation.on.which.the.legendary.‘Lost.Gold.Mine.of.Pitt.Lake’.has.been.built. 
For over a century, the accumulation of rumor and speculation illustrating 
Slumach’s activities has become so entwined with the thin threads of fact that 
his.life.will.forever.be.enshrined.in.a.colorful.cloak.of.mystery. 
The legend begins by religiously dictating that during the 1880’s, a Coquitlam 
native named Slumach, would frequently disappear into the wilderness area 
somewhere beyond the head of Pitt Lake, for weeks and often months at a 
time.  Upon his return from locations unknown he would recklessly squander 
small fortunes of gold in the brothels and saloons of New Westminister, British 
Columbia. 
Slumach’s saga concludes by declaring that he steadfastly refused to identify 
his source of gold to anyone, native and non-native alike.  To ensure the 
location of his gold would remain a secret, he is rumored to have put a curse 
on.it.just.prior.to.being.hung.for.murder. 
The contents of Slumach’s curse varies in the different written accounts, 
however the basic component is: "No man who finds the gold will live long 
enough to bring it out".  To further ensure the safety of the gold, many stories 
claim that Slumach’s ghost stands guard over the gold and his vengeance is 
inflicted.upon.anyone.who.ventures.into.his.domain. 
However intriguing the multitude of stories may be, the only portion of 
Slumach’s life that can be verified with absolute certainty is that he first 
achieved public notoriety when he shot and killed a half-breed named Louis 
Bee,.on.the.banks.of.the.Alouette.River.on.September.09,.1890. 
Convicted of murdering Bee, Slumach was hung at the provincial prison in New 
Westminister,.B.C.,.on.January.16,.1891. 
The B.C. Provincial Archives and several other government agencies were 
contacted in an effort to obtain copies of the trial transcripts and other relevant 
documentation.  All responses were negative.  To date, official records of the 
trial and authenticated documentation relating to Slumach’s execution have 
not.been.located. 
Although official documentation has not been located, I was extremely 
fortunate in being able to examine the contents of a file that was a highly 
prized possession of an eccentric antiquities collector and Pitt Lake researcher.  
The documentation in the file is professed to be a partial portion of an 
authentic hand written copy of Slumach’s trial transcript and related 
documentation.  According to the researcher, this copy had ended up in private  
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hands, not long after Slumach’s trial itself.  The researcher claimed to have 
purchased the file from a descendant of the original owner, during the early 
1950’s.  
This was the second time during the course of my research that I have had the 
privilege of reviewing alleged copies of Slumach’s trial transcripts.  This 
particular copy however, had all of the earmarks of being legitimate.  The 
papers were definitely old and in an advanced state of discoloration.  There was 
no doubt that the writing on the papers had been done with ink and quill.  The 
most significant factor that reduces the chances of the documents being a hoax 
is.that.there.is.no.reference.to.gold.in.any.of.the.documents. 
Several accounts of the 1890 shooting at Alouette River suggest that for 
reasons unknown, there was an ongoing feud between Slumach and Louis 
Bee.  A feud that ultimately and unfortunately ended tragically for both parties. 
Without authentic trial documentation it is impossible to identify the reason for 
the confrontation.  However, should the hand written copy of Slumach’s trial 
documentation.be.genuine,.it.clearly.identifies.several.significant.points. 
Slumach did not speak English and required the services of a court appointed 
interpreter.  The fact that Slumach required a translator dispels a large portion 
of the stories told and written about him.  The exclusion of some stories is 
based on the fact that the events they claim to document and portray could 
only.have.transpired.if.Slumach.spoke.the.English.language. 
The trial documentation contains testimony from Slumach’s daughter.  She 
was identified only as Mary, a native women from Cowichan.  Mary also 
required the services of the court interpreter. In her affidavit, dated November 
05, 1890, Mary appealed for a postponement of the trial until the next sitting of 
the court.  She stated that the testimony of Mary Moody and Florence Reid was 
crucial.to.Slumach’s.defense. 
There is no documentation to suggest that Slumach’s defense counsel appealed 
for a postponement in support of Mary’s request, nor is there any 
documentation that identifies the courts acknowledgment of Mary’s request.  
Her appeal seems to have simply been ignored by all parties.  There is no 
additional.material.related.to.Mary. 
During Slumach’s own testimony he describes being continually harassed and 
threatened by Louis Bee. Slumach even went so far as to say he had lived in 
constant fear of Bee.  He was non-specific in his statement.  The reason behind 
Bee’s threats towards Slumach were not identified and in all probability will 
never.be.known. 
It was also identified that Slumach shot Bee once in the chest with a single 
shot percussion rifle before he fled to the sanctuary of the wilderness.  The 
identification of single shot percussion rifle is enlightening as most stories state 
that Slumach shot Bee with a shotgun.  Several weeks after the shooting 
Slumach was apprehended without incident on the eastern shore of Pitt Lake 
opposite.Little.Goose.Island. 
Lastly, there is no mention that the incident was in any way related to 
Slumach’s knowledge of any source of gold.  There is however an unusual and 
unidentified curiosity in that it was necessary for women, other than his 
daughter.Mary,.to.testify.on.his.behalf. 
On the latter point, it is curious to note that Slumach’s defense attorney did 
request an adjournment until two native women could be located.   The women  
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were only identified by their first names, Lucy and Kitty.  It was argued that the 
testimony of these women was crucial to Slumach’s defense.  The 
adjournment.was.not.granted. 
Why an adjournment was requested in this particular case and not supported 
in Mary’s case is unknown.  It is an unlikely scenario that Mary Moody and 
Florence Reid were identified as Lucy and Kitty or vice versa.  Whatever at least 
two.women.may.have.testified.to.in.Slumach’s.defense.will.never.be.known. 
Throughout his trial Slumach steadfastly maintained his innocence.  He 
claimed that he had shot Bee in self-defense.  Slumach clearly stated that Bee 
and the other native fishermen had been drinking.  He said that he was 
standing quietly on the shore watching the natives check their Sturgeon nets 
when Bee suddenly began cursing him, jumped out of his canoe and attacked 
him.with.his.fish.club. 
The male native witnesses who were present at the time of the shooting and 
who testified at the trial all claimed that no one had been drinking and that the 
shooting.was.unprovoked. 
In his affidavit, dated November 03, 1890, a native identified only as Seymour, 
stated in part; “we paddled a little further and saw a canoe, we hailed it and 
found it contained the Chief of the Katzie tribe, his wife was with him.  Louis Bee 
had no club in his hand --- I can not say if the Coquitlam Chief had whiskey in 
his canoe or not --- I had no whiskey that day ---I was with Louis 
Bee.all.day,.he.had.not.had.any.whiskey.either.…There.was.none.to.be.got”. 
The trial transcripts do not contain any affidavits or witness statements from 
any of the native women who were obviously present at the time of the 
shooting.  It is definitely more than curious to note that the potential testimony 
of four women in Slumach’s defense appears to have been intentionally ignored 
or prohibited by the court.  When all was said and done the only witness to 
testify.in.Slumach’s.defense.was.Slumach.himself. 
The trial transcripts give the distinct impression that Slumach, although being 
tried for murder, was presented as a traditional native who had not been 
greatly influenced by European tradition and culture.  In retrospect, it can be 
competently argued that Slumach was denied due process of the law.  He 
appears to have been found guilty on the grounds of racial and prejudicial 
opinion rather than factual evidence.  Slumach received the same type of 
cursory justice, as did other Native Americans, Chinese immigrants and Afro 
Americans.of.the.time.period. 
More than a century has passed since Slumach’s trial. however sufficient 
reasonable doubt has been established to suggest that Slumach may have been 
innocent.of.the.charge.of.murder. 
Given current available evidence, it is definitely not inappropriate to suggest 
that the natives who testified against Slumach provided false information in 
order to avoid the serious repercussions of they themselves being charged with 
purchasing and consuming alcohol.  During the late 1800’s, the provincial 
government.strictly.and.aggressively.enforced.native.prohibition. 
There are numerous examples of the enforcement of native prohibitions that 
can be found in the provincial archives.  In 1889 Captain Walter Reynell was 
charged with selling liquor to the natives near Cardero Channel.  The Attorney 
Generals correspondence to Mr. L. Fouquet in 1881 refers to the selling liquor 
to  natives  and  in  1892  there  is  reference  to  half-breed  and  native  status 
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regarding.intoxicants. 
It is rather curious to say the least, that there does not appear to be any 
documentation associating Slumach with stories of gold prior to his death in 
January 1891.  This obvious lack of documentation, pre-dating the 1890 
incident at Alouette River raises numerous questions, which may or may not 
have.valid.answers. 
If Slumach had gone to New Westminister and thrown gold dust into the wind 
as some stories suggest, would this not have drawn serious media attention 
and warranted a significant story if not a headline in at least one of the 
provincial news papers prior to his death?  And, would his flagrant 
drunkenness not attracted the attention of provincial authorities in response to 
native.prohibition? 
 

Photograph.of.Columbia.Street.in.New.Westminister.taken.sometime.in.the.1880’s. 
B.C..Provincial.Archives:..Number;.A01665 
 
If Slumach had ventured into the wilderness with different women only to 
return alone with quantities of gold, as other stories suggest, would this also 
not have gained serious media attention, police attention and otherwise have 
been.documented.somewhere.prior.to.his.death? 
The Attorney Generals Correspondence of the time period can again be referred 
to in the generalized context of native women.  Two references offered for 
consideration on this subject is the buying of a native girl in 1894 and the 
disappearance.of.native.women.in.1896. 
To date, no documentation has been located that would support the stories 
associating Slumach with missing women.  There is no mention in any 
historical documentation, that I have reviewed, that identifies any women 
disappearing prior to Slumach’s demise.  It is not out of the question to suggest 
that the circumstances surrounding the disappearance of the native women in 
1896 was incorporated into the stories surrounding Slumach after his demise. 
Many of the stories surrounding Slumach’s escapades are questionable at 
best.  However, there are aspects of a few accounts that do require further 
consideration. Portions of the latter suggest that they may have originally been 
based on partially accurate information. Of the research material that I used to 
further study these aspects of the Slumach stories the one I found to be 
extremely beneficial was - The Upper Stolo Indians of the Fraser River of B.C., 
Anthropology.in.British.Columbia.-.Memoir.No..1.-.Wilson.Duff.-.1952. 
In his writing,  Duff clearly identifies three historical points of interest that may  
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at a later date prove to be of significant value to anyone interested in further 
unraveling the mystery surrounding Slumach’s life and his legendary ventures. 
Firstly, with the exception of the Chehalis natives, who inhabited the area 
along the Harrison River from just below the mouth of Chehalis River to 
Harrison Lake, all other Stolo groups were never on good terms with the 
Lillooets, particularly the Port Douglas natives. Duff writes (pg. 22), "Unlike 
other Stolo groups, they (Chehalis) were on good terms with the Lillooets at 
Douglas.-.they.got.most.of.their.women.there". 
Secondly, Duff states (pg. 96), "the last clash between Yale and Douglas people 
occurred.in.New.Westminister.in.1892". 
Last but not least, Duff refers (pg. 24) to a tribe called the “Squalls” who, 
according to the Fort Langley Journal of 1828 (pg. 85), “inhabit the upper 
Country about Pits River”.  According to Duff, the journal gives no further 
information on the Squalls and he was unable to equate the name with any 
known.group. 
 

Map outlining the traditional boundaries of the Stolo and adjacent native tribes of the Fraser 
Valley...Source:..The.Upper.Stolo.Indians.–.Wilson.Duff;.pg20. 
 

During the course of my research, in addition to using Duff’s material for 
reference, I was very fortunate in being assisted by a native elder from 
Chilliwack.  The elder offered historical information, personal opinions and 
suggestions that have proven to been very beneficial.  As extremely helpful as 
the native elder was, he has asked to remain anonymous and I will respect his 
request. 
To begin with, the fight between the Yale and Douglas people in New 
Westminister in 1892 is an extremely interesting event when compared to the 
information.provided.to.me.by.the.native.elder. 
Although the elder could not remember the details of the 1892 confrontation in 
New Westminister, he stated that he did remember the incident being 
discussed by his elders when he was an adolescent, circa 1915 -1920.  He was 
adamant that the 1892 confrontation was over the death of a native in New 
Westminister.  However, he could not absolutely confirm it was over the 
hanging of Slumach. 
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Whether the 1892 confrontation was actually over the killing of Louis Bee, the 
execution of Slumach, the events leading up to his capture or the fact that 
Slumach identified the Douglas Natives in the gold transaction, remains 
undetermined.  None of these possibilities should be overlooked.  If the 
confrontation was regarding Slumach, the ultimate question would then 
obviously.be.why? 
To date, there has been no solid evidence to confirm any of the stories 
surrounding Slumach.  Even Slumach’s age varies from him being in his prime 
to being very old in the various stories.  However, newspaper articles in the 
New Westminister Daily Columbian from September 1890 identify him as being 
in.his.mid.60’s. 
The following story is a direct quote contained in the published material of well 
know and respected author, historian and aerial photographer Donald E. 
Waite.  It is reprinted here with Mr. Waite’s permission.  Mr. Waite obtained 
this story from Amanda Charnley, the daughter of Peter Pierre.  While awaiting 
his execution Slumach is said to have confided in his nephew Peter Pierre and 
provided.him.with.his.knowledge.of.gold.in.the.Pitt.River.area. 
 
”Slumach said that he had med Port Douglas Indians from the head of Harrison 
Lake coming off Glacier Lake and down Patterson Creek in the upper Pitt valley.  
They told him that they had taken horses part way but had driven them back 
towards Port Douglas and had crossed Glacier Lake on foot.  They gave him a 
handful of bullets molded from gold they had found in Third Canyon.  Slumach 
spent the night in the canyon and slept on a bench-shaped rock on the west side 
of the river.  The rock was covered in a rust colored moss.  When he awoke 
around 5:00 a.m. he could scarcely see the sun coming over three mountain 
peaks for the east wall of the canyon.  During this time he was still shrouded in 
darkness.  As it became lighter Slumach could see his surroundings.  Peeling the 
moss off his rock bed he saw some yellow metal.  He dug out some stake 
nuggets with a pen knife and half filled his shot bag with them.  He sold his half 
filled shot bag, which was about the same size as a ten-pound sugar bag, to a 
storekeeper in New Westminister for $27.00.  The storekeeper went back to 
England a short time after the purchase.  That claimed Slumach, was the only 
gold.that.he.ever.took.out.of.the.Pitt.country”. 
 
Of all the stories available, this particular account has characteristics that 
identify.it.as.being.the.most.accurate.and.reliable.to.date. 
This account strongly indicates that there likely were rumors associating 
Slumach with gold, prior to his demise.  The account also strongly suggests 
that Slumach was questioned about his knowledge of gold by the authorities 
while he awaited execution.  Telling his nephew, Peter Pierre what he knew, 
may have been an attempt by Slumach to have Peter Pierre convince the 
authorities that he did not have any more information about gold and whatever 
rumors.may.have.been.circulating.were.not.true. 
Given the historical treatment of natives during this time period, Slumach was 
undoubtedly mistreated while incarcerated and probably beaten while being 
questioned about his knowledge of gold.  The type of treatment Slumach was 
likely subjected to was not uncommon during the time period and does offer a 
reasonable explanation as to the reason and content of his alleged curse. 
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Again, reference to the Attorney Generals Correspondence 1872 – 1937 is used 
to support the assumption that Slumach was mistreated while incarcerated.  In 
these correspondence records, it was identified that prisoners were being 
starved in 1874, natives were ill treated in 1877, a priest was charged for 
whipping natives in 1892, and native women were accused of being 
witches.and.killed.in.1895. 
Having been questioned about his knowledge of gold while in prison, does 
indicate that there actually was some type of contained rumor, prior to his 
execution.  This rumor was more than likely started by the storekeeper after 
Slumach sold him the gold.  The information would have initially been limited 
to.a.small.trustworthy.group.that.the.storekeeper.confided.in. 
In keeping with the concepts of legends, this early knowledge undoubtedly 
escaped its initial bounds through some enthusiastic slip of the tongue.  
Gathering momentum with the events surrounding the shooting of Bee and 
Slumach’s trial, the story simply escalated in popularity, producing several 
entertaining.and.increasingly.speculative.accounts. 
The native elder who assisted me with the Slumach portion of my research, 
pointed out that the story given by Slumach to Peter Pierre was relayed to 
Amanda Charnley, who in turn relayed it to Don Waite.  Being translated to 
English by either Peter Pierre or Amanda Charnley, some of the accuracy had 
been confused through unintentional translation errors, while other aspects 
may.have.been.lost.or.forgotten.with.time. 
Several opinions were offered for consideration as to how the original 
information from Slumach may have been inadvertently altered through 
translation errors.  Although the elders’ opinion does have merit, it has added 
to.both.the.clarification.and.complexity.of.the.subject. 
He believed that Slumach’s reference to the Port Douglas natives crossing 
Glacier Lake did not mean they crossed Glacier Lake itself, located north of 
Port Douglas, or any other lake for that matter.  He firmly believed that the 
reference meant that the Port Douglas natives had literally crossed a glacier or 
‘frozen.water’. 
Again he did not believe that Slumach literally meant that he had slept on a 
bench-shaped rock covered with a rust colored moss.  The elder strongly 
suspected Slumach’s description was in fact a reference to a specific mountain 
or similar geographical location in an area known to natives for a distinctive 
type.of.rust.colored.moss. 
It is interesting to note that both the Sloquet and Fire Creek drainage’s west of 
Port Douglas are know for distinctive reddish colored moss and according to 
Duff’s writing, the word ‘Katzie’ referring to the Katzie native band is "the name 
of a many-colored moss which covers the ground of the Katzie reserve". 
I took samples of the red moss from the Sloquet Creek area and sent them to 
the University of British Columbia’s Department of Botany for identification.  
The moss was identified Sphagnum rubellum.  This is a fairly common type of 
peat moss found in the coastal and northern portions of the province. Its 
reddish.color.becomes.more.pronounced.during.late.autumn. 
The Botany department also confirmed that there are at least a dozen different 
varieties of moss that are naturally bright red in color.  The identification of 
other mosses from other areas in the region was not pursued.  Under the 
circumstances  it was highly unlikely  additional  samples would have had any  
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added value in determining which area Slumach may have been referring to. 
Although the red moss from the Sloquet Creek watershed did not prove to be of 
significant value, the area itself does have two additional distinguishing 
features that are of further interest when considering the elders interpretation 
of.Slumach’s.story. 
 

 
Aerial photograph showing the southern portion of Terrarosa Glacier.  Sloquet Creek is in the 
distant background.   The headwaters of Sloquet Creek are just over the ridge shown in the 
foreground. 
 
There is a very old and still fairly well defined trail that leads from the mouth of 
Sloquet Creek over into the Upper Stave River.  In the immediate area where 
the Sloquet Creek trail reaches the Upper Stave River it splits into three 
distinct trails.  The first trail heads south down the Stave River, the other 
north.  The third trail continues west over the divide south, of Remote Peak, 
and into the Corbold Creek valley.  When the Corbold Creek trail reaches the 
upper Pitt River the trail again splits into two directions.  One trail heads south 
towards Pitt Lake while the other continues in the opposite direction towards 
the.headwaters.of.the.upper.Pitt.River. 
These trails are of early native origin and were well traveled by natives, 
trappers and prospectors until the early 1900’s.  Although these trails have not 
been used to any great extent sine the early part of the twentieth century they 
are.still.well.defined.and.easy.to.follow. 
There are two known hot springs on these trails systems. One is located at the 
junction of the north and south Sloquet Creek and the other is on the upper 
Pitt River a few miles north of Alvin.  There are also unconfirmed rumors that 
one other small hot spring is also located in the upper Pitt River region, 
somewhere.in.the.immediate.vicinity.of.Iceworm.Creek. 
There is also a distinct geological formation in very close proximity to the upper 
Sloquet Creek portion of the trail system.  Helicopter pilots and researchers 
commonly refer to this formation as the ‘saddle’.  The ‘saddle’ is best 
described, in brief, as being a steep narrow ridge stretching across a valley.  It 
is roughly  two-thirds  the height  of the mountains on either side thus giving it 
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the.loose.appearance.of.a.‘saddle’. 
Being somewhat unique and not far from the trail this distinct formation would 
definitely have been noted by early natives and may be characteristic of what 
Slumach.was.actually.referring.to.when.he.identified.a.bench.shaped.rock. 
The elder continued with his analysis and was most curious, if not somewhat 
troubled, with the fact that Slumach had met Port Douglas natives in an 
isolated.area.without.incident. 
He strongly believed that such a meeting, especially in the area described in 
Amanda Charnley’s account, would have resulted in a bloody confrontation.  
His conviction on this point was unwavering and is definitely again strongly 
supported.in.Duff’s.writing. 
In an attempt to explain how such a meeting could possibly have taken place 
the native elder suggested two possibilities.  Slumach may have originally been 
from the Chehalis tribe and had simply migrated to the Coquitlam tribe.  Or, 
Slumach had some type of direct link to or inter-relationship with the Port 
Douglas natives that allowed him to travel through the Douglas territory 
without.harm. 
Native history itself confirms that the Chehalis natives were the only Stolo tribe 
on friendly terms with the Port Douglas Natives, yet Slumach, a Coquitlam 
native, met with them and walked away unharmed.  The elders’ opinions are 
well founded, however there may other possibilities that have yet to be 
examined. 
As a final note of geographical interest pertaining to Amanda Charnley’s 
account is that present day Patterson Creek is located southeast of the south 
end of Pitt Lake, within the area identified by Duff as traditionally belonging to 
the Katzie.  It is also worthy to note in this context that a Christian minister 
named Patterson is identified as being in Port Douglas during the late 1800’s.  I 
have not pursued Patterson’s background to verify what religious denomination 
he was, if he ministered there or if was simply passing through to points 
beyond. 
The stories insinuating that Slumach murdered several women that may have 
accompanied him on his ventures was also discussed with the elder.  The 
opinion provided on this subject was very enlightening and does offer some 
clarity as to why Slumach so desperately required the testimony of two or 
possibly.four.women.at.his.trial. 
The elder suggested that Slumach may in fact have taken women with him and 
returned alone thus creating suspicions that he murdered them.  Suspicions 
that the elder firmly believed were not accurate because they originated and 
were.circulated.by.a.population.unfamiliar.with.native.culture.and.history. 
He stated that historically natives took women as slaves during raids on other 
tribes.  He was specifically referring to traditional Lillooet - Stolo conflicts.  He 
further stated that an inter-tribal exchanges of women was an accepted part of 
native culture and tradition before the increasing European pressures 
influenced.and.ultimately.converted.natives.into.a.Christian.belief.system. 
The elders’ opinion is again supported in Duff’s writing.  Duff identifies raids by 
various Coastal tribes on Stolo tribes in which Stolo women and children were 
taken.as.slaves.and.subsequently.sold.to.other.tribes. 
Slavery and human trading, especially of women, was also directly related to 
the  availability of food supplies  and the survival aspect  of native life itself.   In  
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his writing, Duff provides an excellent example of slavery for survival.  He 
writes that in traditional times the Coquitlam tribe had sold themselves into 
slavery to the Kwantlen during a great winter famine.  The name Coquitlam, 
according to Duff, "really means 'smelly fish slime' with which they were 
covered.while.working.for.their.masters.in.the.salmon.season". 
Gold first came to the attention of the Hudson Bay Company in 1856 when 
natives took samples from the Thompson River to Fort Kamloops.  By 1858, 
one of the richest placer deposits in the provinces history was found at Hills 
Bar, just south of Yale. The British Columbia gold rush had begun.  Yale 
became a metropolis in 1858 and the foundation of Port Douglas itself was laid 
the.following.year. 
During the time period in which Slumach would have met the Port Douglas 
natives it is extremely unlikely that either party would have been ignorant of 
the value of gold.  Port Douglas natives would not have simply given Slumach 
gold, whether it be bullets or the location of a gold deposit.  The exchange of 
gold would have been in trade or exchange for something of value.  Slumach 
was more likely to have been actively engaged in either trading or guiding 
native.women.to.the.Port.Douglas.natives.rather.than.killing.them. 
 

Photograph of Port Douglas (Fort Douglas) on Little Harrison Lake taken in 1865. 
B.C..Provincial.Archives:..Number;.A-03519 
 

Slumach did not identify the specifics of why the Port Douglas natives had 
given him the gold.  He may have considered the specifics of the transaction to 
be irrelevant because it was culturally acceptable or the specifics were simply 
not.repeated.by.either.Peter.Pierre.or.Amanda.Charnley.for.reasons.unknown. 
The elder further suggested that Slumach may also have been independently 
trading or selling the native women to prospectors and trappers which again 
would not have been considered exceptional or abnormal for the time period.  
This scenario is not as likely to have occurred simply because Slumach did not 
speak English.  He may however have had some type of agreement with the 
Port Douglas natives in which they acted as trade brokers to the prospectors on 
his.behalf. 
There is sufficient historical evidence to support either of the elder’s theories.  
In fact,  the first  recorded  transaction  between  natives  and  Europeans took 
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place at Nootka Sound in 1798 when Captain Cook, the first European to sail 
on the coast of British Columbia, traded metal utensils and knives for 
native.women. 
Amanda Charnley’s account and the confrontation in New Westminister in 
1892 are too coincidental to ignore.  The involvement of the Port Douglas 
natives in this legend may be more relevant than has been previously realized 
or.researched. 
Although Glacier Lake itself is not considered to be what Slumach was literally 
referring to in his account, Glacier Lake itself was and is of historical 
significance to the Port Douglas natives.  Glacier Lake is located approximately 
twenty miles northwest of the head of Harrison Lake.  The southern end of 
Glacier.Lake.is.identified.on.topographical.maps.as.Glazier.Creek.-.IR..12. 
The area where Snowcap Creek enters Glacier Lake is a fairly large marshy 
plain with an abundance of aquatic plant life.  During late summer and early 
fall the Port Douglas natives traveled to their temporary seasonal camps at 
Glacier Lake.  The women and children would gather winter food supplies while 
the men continued on towards the Stave Glacier area in organized hunting 
parties.  The primarily plant harvested at Glacier Lake by the native women 
and.children.were.‘tubers’,.an.edible.root.of.a.marsh.plant. 
 

Aerial photograph of Glacier Lake and Glazier I.R. 12.  The marshy area at the head of the lake, 
in.the.foreground,.is.well.defined.by.its.natural.boundary. 
 
Further research into native history and culture, particularly that of the Port 
Douglas natives, will ultimately provide the evidence to unravel a more 
substantial portion of the mysteries surrounding Slumach’s life.  However 
enlightening further research findings are or prove to be they are best left for 
another time. 
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Chapter 2 

Jackson 

( Unknown - Circa 1906 ) 
 

An individual most commonly know by only the last name of Jackson is the 
undisputed successor in the saga of the Pitt Lake Legend. Following in 
Slumach’s footsteps, Jackson has undeniably gained legendary status that 
equals,.if.not.exceeds.that.of.his.native.predecessor. 
Although there are a variety of entertaining accounts describing how Jackson 
initially became involved in the legend and located his elusive creek laden with 
millions of dollars worth of gold there is, not surprisingly, very little that has or 
can actually be confirmed about him. Some believe that his last name was not 
Jackson but rather Hill or Hall. Most agree that his first name was either John 
or William. Regardless of the cycle of debate, I will continue with tradition and 
refer.to.the.mysterious.prospector.as.Jackson. 
Did Jackson find a hidden creek full of gold on his own accord. or did he kill 
his native guide and bury him at the foot of a tent shaped rock after being 
shown.the.location? 
The most recognized basic recital is that Jackson located a creek laden with 
gold nuggets, somewhere in the mountains beyond the head of Pitt Lake. 
Loading up with as much gold as he could carry from the creek, he started 
back towards civilization. Unable to continue with his full load, he buried a 
substantial quantity under a tent shaped rock, somewhere between the source 
and the head of Pitt Lake. Jackson returned to San Francisco where he died 
before.he.could.return.to.the.site. 
Prior to his death he wrote a letter to an unknown friend giving directions to 
the location of both the tent shaped rock and the gold laden creek. This letter is 
commonly referred to as the ‘Jackson Letter’. Some written accounts strongly 
suggest.that.a.crude.map.accompanied.his.letter. 
According to all accounts, Jackson died in San Francisco, sometime around 
the turn of the century. In an attempt to determine the date and under what 
circumstances he died I contacted the Department of Public Health Bureau of 
Records in San Francisco and requested a search for the death certificate of 
one.John.or.William.Jackson.…The.years.searched.were.from.1891.to.1916. 
The bureau responded to my request by stating that all local records, prior to 
April 18, 1906, were destroyed in the great San Francisco fire of that year. They 
further informed me that they were unable to locate any record of any John or 
William.Jackson.for.the.years.1906.to.1916. 
Again, that ever frustrating shadow that obscures the facts remained except in 
this particular case it produced an unexpected dilemma. Because there are no 
records of either a  John or a  William  Jackson in the  City or  County  of San- 
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Francisco one can neither prove nor disprove the existence of Jackson, let 
alone accurately research the accounts written about him. Given these 
findings, one can only assume that Jackson died in San Francisco sometime 
prior.to.April.18,.1906. 
It is interesting to note two curiosities found in the B.C. Provincial Archives 
during the course of my research which may be of interest to anyone interested 
in conducting further research into Jackson. First, a 50-year-old man 
identified only as Jackson, his first name is listed as unknown, died in New 
Westminister on August 21, 1902. Second, in the collection of Attorney 
Generals Correspondence 1872 - 1937, there is a reference to a 1905 murder of 
an.individual.named.Jackson. 
Regardless of the varied accounts describing Jackson’s activities and the lack 
of any specific dates, Jackson’s undisputed claim to fame is definitely based 
almost entirely on the infamous letter he wrote prior to his death. 
The following is a copy of Jackson’s letter, courtesy of well known and 
respected historian and author, Mr. Bill Barlee. This copy was date stamped 
May 28, 1924, by the Gold Commissioners office in Grand Forks, B.C. The 
1924 letter is a type written copy of Jackson’s original letter and includes all 
errors in grammar and spelling found in the original letter. The missing word is 
smudged and illegible on the original letter so I have simply labeled and 
highlighted.the.missing.word.as.(unknown). 
 
”I had been out over two months and found myself running short of grub.  I lived 
mostly on fresh meat for one cant carry much of a pack in those hills.  I found a 
few very promising ledges and colours in the little creeks but nothing I cared to 
stay with.  I had almost made up my mind to light out the next day.  I climbed to 
the top of a sharp ridge and looked down into a valley or canyon about a mile 
and a half long, and what struck me as singular, it appeared to have no outlet 
for the little creek that flowed at the bottom.  Afterwards I found that the little 
creek entered (unknown) and was lost.  After some difficulty I found my way 
down to the creek.  The water was almost white, the formation for the most part 
had been slate and granite, but there I found a kind of slate schist formation.  
Now comes the interesting part.  I had only a small prospecting pan but I found 
colours at once right on the surface, and such colors they were.  I knew then that 
I had struck it right at last.  In going upstream I came to a place where the 
bedrock was yellow with gold.  Some of the nuggets was as big as walnuts and 
there were many chunks carrying quartz.  After sizing it up, I saw there was 
millions stowed around in the little cracks.  On account of the weight, I buried 
part of the gold at the foot of a large tent shaped rock facing the creek.  You cant 
miss it.  There is a mark cut out in it.  Taking with me what I supposed to be ten 
thousand dollars but afterwards it proved to be a little over eight thousand.  
After three days hard traveling, it would not have two days good going, but the 
way was rough and I was not feeling well, I arrived at the lake and while resting 
there was taken sick and have never since been able to return, and now I fear I 
never shall.  I am alone in the world, no relatives, no one to look after me for 
anything.  Of course I have never spoken of this find during all this time for fear 
of it being discovered.  It has caused me many anxious hours, but the place is so 
well guarded by surrounding ridges and mountains that it should not be found 
for many years, unless someone knew of it being there.   O, how I wish I could go 
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with you to show you this wonderful place, for I cannot give you any exact 
directions, and it may take a year or more to find.  Dont give up but keep at it 
and you will be repaid beyond your wildest dreams, I believe any further 
directions would only tend to confuse it, so I will only suggest further that you go 
alone or at least take only one or two trusty Indians to pack food and no one 
need know but you are going on a hunting trip until you find the place and get 
everything for yourself.  When you find it and I am sure you will, should you care 
to see me, advertise in the Frisco Examr, and if I am living I will either come to 
see you or let you know where to find me, but once more I say to you, dont fail to 
look.this.great.property.up.and.don’t.give.up.until.you.find.it”. 
 
Some believe that the ‘Jackson Letter’ is legitimate while others believe that it 
was a hoax perpetrated by the early media in an attempt to increase newspaper 
sales by adding to the rumors surrounding Slumach. Skeptics that disagree 
with the authenticity of Jackson’s letter argue the point that if there is a 
canyon one and one half miles in length containing a creek full of gold, why 
has it not been found by one of the suspected tens of thousands who have 
searched.for.it.for.the.better.part.of.a.century? 
One must take into consideration that the letter was written from memory by a 
dying man, without the assistance of any topographical maps. A letter written 
under these conditions is not very likely to be anywhere near as accurate as 
most who try and follow the directions outlined in it would hope it to be. 
 

 
Section of one of the earliest maps of B.C.  Produced by the British Royal Navy and British Royal Engineers on 
November 24, 1859.  Jackson would not have had assess to any maps with noticeably more detail. 
B.C..Provincial.Archives:..Number;.CM_A1832. 
 

Jackson died during a time period when an influenza epidemic was taking 
more lives than all other illnesses combined. It is most probable that he was 
suffering  from  influenza  when he  wrote  his letter.   It is not uncommon for a  
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person with any type of terminal illness to also deteriorate mentally. Fevers are 
characteristic of virtually all illnesses, which when left unchecked or are 
untreatable ultimately cause hallucinations of varying degrees of intensity. 
Jackson’s deteriorating health undoubtedly affected his memory, which would 
account.for.the.elusive.and.somewhat.distorted.directions.given.in.his.letter. 
With fading memory Jackson provided what he believed to be sufficient 
information and directions for the recipient of his letter to follow and find the 
location of his rich placer discovery. I am confident that the interpretation of 
the following points alone will offer consideration of the accuracy of the 
directions.given.in.the.letter.under.the.suspected.circumstances. 
 

 
Aerial photograph showing a small creek disappearing and then reappearing several hundred 
feet away.  Numerous creeks in the search area flow intermittently through subterranean 
channels.…Some.of.the.smaller.creeks.simply.disappear.underground. 
. 
Jackson specifically stated that the water in the creek was almost white. He 
would not have used this term lightly as a general reference. Almost every 
creek in the search region flows down very steep inclines producing white 
water. His description is very specific and was intended to identify the specific 
location.of.the.creek. 
Secondly, Jackson writes that the location is a two or three-day hike from the 
lake and it may take a year or more to find. In addition to giving the 
approximate distance from the lake, which does put the location somewhere in 
the Stave Glacier region, he is likely trying to say that the location is under a 
blanket of snow and ice that does not necessarily melt sufficiently each and 
every.year.to.expose.the.creek. 
Thirdly, Jackson unmistakably places an extremely high value on a tent 
shaped rock. Not only because he buried part of his gold there, but also 
because it is a significant directional indicator to the location of the gold 
bearing creek itself. 
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I have seen a dozen or so tent shaped rocks within the general search area. 
Some of these tent shaped rocks are as large as modern houses. The only 
location that I am aware of, in the entire search area, that contains any rock 
that is suitable enough to fit Jackson’s description, is indeed very distinct. 
The location of what I refer to as the ‘Jackson Rock’ is of interest to at least 
three independent search parties that I am aware of. The location was initially 
provided to me by two prospectors who had searched the surrounding area 
several times throughout the years. They claim to have located the ‘Jackson 
Rock’ by following the directions given on what they identified as a very old 
crude map drawn on a deer hide. The two prospectors were convinced that the 
deer.hide.map.had.been.drawn.by.Jackson.himself. 
 

Aerial photograph showing a rock outcropping or small ridge blocking the flow of water from a 
small creek.  There is no water flowing from this source on the downstream side of this rock 
ridge. 
 
Unfortunately the existence of the map could not be confirmed. The one 
prospector no longer had possession of the hide map. He claimed that it had 
either been lost or destroyed by his former spouse during a family break-up 
years prior to our meeting. The prospectors were continuing their search based 
on memory. This is the only piece of indirect information that suggests, at a 
circumstantial level, that Jackson may have provided a crude map with his 
letter. 
The particular ‘Jackson Rock’ to which I refer, is in fact huge. It sits alone on a 
bench, not far from Iceworm Creek, and definitely seems to be out of place in 
its surroundings. It is similar in appearance and somewhat larger than the 
native.‘Standing.Rock’,.west.of.Keremeos,.B.C. 
The ‘Jackson Rock’ measures approximately 100 feet by 100 feet at the base by 
70 feet in height. It has a slight overhang or lean in a southerly direction. On 
the ground, a few feet out from the base but still just under the peak of the 
overhang,  are several very old fire pits spaced out to form the shape of a semi-
circle or arch. 
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At the base, on one side of the ‘Jackson Rock’ is an obviously old depression 
measuring approximately 4 feet by 3 feet by 1 foot in depth. The depression is 
not a natural occurrence. The ground cover that has reestablished itself over 
the.depression.suggests.that.the.hole.had.been.dug.many.decades.earlier. 
About 30 feet to one side of the ‘Jackson Rock’ are two slabs of rock leaning 
together that definitely give appearance of a pup-tent. These slabs measure 
approximately 8 feet by 8 feet in length by 5 feet in height. One can actually 
crawl inside this natural rock structure. This itself is undeniably a tent shaped 
rock.without.comparison. 
I am fairly confident that this rock formation is the tent shaped rock that 
Jackson was referring to simply because of the hundreds of tent shaped rocks 
in the search area, this is the only one that is definitely unique, can not be 
missed, and is within the travel distance identified in his letter. And, these are 
the.only.two.rocks.on.the.entire.bench. 
No marks have been located or identified on either the ‘Jackson Rock’ or the 
tent shaped slabs. However, the inside of the slabs unfortunately were not 
examined. Jackson literally wrote that there was a mark cut out ‘in’ the rock 
not ‘on’ the rock. It has been suggested that the mark may actually be on the 
inside of the slabs. Only a re-examination of the site can determine if Jackson 
literally.meant.‘in’.or.‘on’.the.rock. 
I have been independently advised that the ashes from the fire pits were carbon 
dated a few years ago. The carbon dating results identified the ashes as being 
circa.very.early.1800’s. 
The location of this site combined with he carbon dating results and Duff’s 
documentation, discussed in the previous chapter, are strong indicators that 
this location is not only of interest to the Jackson portion of the Pitt Lake 
Legend it, may also be of significant historical value related to native culture 
and.history. 
The Archaeology department at The University of British Columbia was 
unaware of this site when I contacted them. Subsequent consultation with an 
independent.archaeologist.has.proven.to.be.most.interesting.and.enlightening. 
Without physically examining this site, the archaeological consultant is 
confident that the location may actually be an undocumented site of an ancient 
native seasonal hunting camp. This opinion is based on several factors of 
which.two.principle.ones.are.notable.for.the.subject.of.this.writing. 
Firstly, the semi-circle of old fire pits are strong indicators that the pits were 
used by native hunting parties for drying meat hung over the boulder. Native 
hunting parties commonly dried their meat at the site of their seasonal hunting 
camps because they were able to pack out far greater quantities of dried meat 
than.fresh.meat.to.the.main.encampment.or.settlement. 
Secondly, the preferred meat of the natives identified as having traditional 
access to the area was black bear, closely followed by mountain goat. The 
location is almost in the center of an area still well known for both species. The 
location is not far off of the Iceworm Creek trail that leads from Glacier Lake to 
the.Pitt.River. 
As a general point of interest, the archaeologist has additionally expressed an 
interest in the possible association of this site to the native tribe identified as 
the.Squalls.by.Duff.in.the.previous.chapter. 
The  archeologists  professional  opinion,  even without  physical assessment of  
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the sight, does, in itself, offer an interesting correlation to the fact that 
Slumach met a Port Douglas native hunting party and Jackson tells his friend 
to.take.trustworthy.natives.and.only.tell.people.he.is.going.on.a.hunting.trip. 
As a final reference to Jackson’s letter, it is curious to note that he did not 
identify any lake by name and simply referred to the location of the creek as 
being.two.or.three.days.from.‘the.lake’. 
The only reference that I can find that places Jackson at Pitt Lake is found in a 
story which again features Slumach’s nephew, Peter Pierre. Peter Pierre 
claimed to have found Jackson on the eastern shore of Pitt Lake, across from 
Little Goose Island, in 1903.  Jackson was physically exhausted and extremely 
sick. He claimed to have been helped to the lake shore by and old native 
women. As Pierre paddled the canoe down the lake Jackson told him about 
dense fogs, unimpenetrable underbrush, unbelievable ‘devils club’ and other 
hardships.he.had.endured. 
 

 
Photograph taken in a small valley near Stave Glacier.  The ‘devils club’ in this photo is 
approximately 10 feet tall and several inches in diameter.  It is so large that it dwarfs the two 
men.barely.visible.in.the.upper.left.of.the.photograph. 
 

On the trip down the lake, Jackson also made reference to hot springs. There 
are two known locations of hot spring in the general search area. One is located 
on the west side of the upper Pitt River, north of Alvin, a short distance 
upstream from where the main logging road bridge crosses the river. The 
second is located at the junction of the North and South Sloquet Creeks. There 
is also rumored to be a third hot spring located somewhere in the Iceworm 
Creek area. This third hot spring, being located in the same area as what I 
have.referred.to.as.the.‘Jackson.Rock’.does.prove.uniquely.interesting. 
During the time period in which Jackson was undoubtedly involved in his 
adventures there was an extensive prospecting frenzy taking place in the upper 
Harrison.Lake.area,.specifically.in.the.vicinity.of.Fire.Mountain. 
In addition to the mineral finds in the Harrison Lake area, Port Douglas at the 
north end of Harrison Lake, had been the prospectors gateway to the northern 
gold  fields.  The  entire  area  had  been  and  was  once  again swarming  with  
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prospectors and fortune hunters. Harrison Lake was commonly referred to as 
‘the.lake’.simply.because.everyone.knew.the.location.being.referred.to. 
No one really knows anything about Jackson’s background. It is definitely not 
out of the question to suggest that he was one of the countless prospectors 
combing the area around the upper Harrison Lake area during the 1890’s and 
early.1900’s. 
Jackson states in his letter he had been prospecting for over two months. It is 
highly probable that he began prospecting in the Harrison Lake area. 
Expanding his search area over a two-month period, he ultimately made his 
discovery.somewhere.between.Fire.Mountain.and.the.upper.Pitt.River. 
After discovering his bonanza, he made a rational decision to make his way 
back towards civilization via an alternate and unfamiliar route instead of going 
back.in.the.direction.of.Port.Douglas.and.Harrison.Lake. 
His choice of direction, using an alternate route that ultimately ended at Pitt 

Lake, would have been made in 
order to avoid the hordes of 
prospectors concentrated in the area 
between Harrison Lake and the 
upper Stave River.  By avoiding as 
many of these prospectors as 
possible Jackson would have 
significantly reduced his chances of 
being robbed or otherwise having 
his discovery prematurely.identified. 
Many historical accounts describing 
prospectors’ activities identify the 
paranoia aspect of their lives. These 
early prospectors constantly took 
excessive precautions against being 
followed to their secret locations. 
Many of them would frequently 
travel miles and often days out of 
their way to avoid detection. Given 
the mother lode that Jackson writes 
about, it is more than probable that 
he to took all precautions he 
considered necessary to avoid 
detection. 

1899..photograph..in..the…Stikine..area..of…B.C. 
Jackson..may.very.well.have..taken..similar.risks 
descending..into..his..gold.laden..creek..from..the. 
sharp.ridge.above. 
B.C. Provincial Archives:  Number; B-006646. 
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Chapter 3 

Shotwell & Harrington 
( November 1911 ) 

 
In November 1911, two worn and sickly looking men walked into the office of 
E.H. Heaps and Company, near Ruskin, B.C. They identified themselves as 
Shotwell.and.Harrington. 
According to the stories relayed by E.H. Heaps employees who were present at 
the time, both Shotwell and Harrington were tired, hungry and suffering from 
severe.cases.of.influenza. 
The ailing pair told the employees that they had been prospecting in the Stave 
area when they ran out of food and the weather turned on them. The 
mountainous terrain, poor weather conditions and lack of food had forced them 
to follow the Stave River to civilization. Neither of them thought they would 
make.it.out.alive. 
They said that they had no money but offered to pay for their food, lodging and 
a ticket to Vancouver on the next C.P.R. train with some of the gold they had 
found. One of the men, it is unclear which one, pulled a large buckskin pouch 
from his inner jacket pocket. The pouch was almost full of large sized gold 
nuggets. 
 

Photograph of the C.P.R. Station at Ruskin in 1910.  This is where Shotwell and Harrington 
were.last.seen.boarding.the.westbound.passenger.train.for.Vancouver. 
B.C..Provincial.Archives:..Number:.G-02678. 
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In exchange for a handful of nuggets, the office manager arranged for food and 
lodging at the local hotel, obtained cloths and shoes from the local store and 
provided Shotwell and Harrington with enough cash to purchase train tickets 
to.Vancouver. 
As much as they were quizzed, neither Shotwell or Harrington would say any 
more about their prospecting trip, other than they had gone into the Stave area 
via.Pitt.Lake.and.were.on.their.way.back.to.San.Francisco,.via.Seattle. 
When the pair arrived in Seattle, Shotwell was admitted to the hospital where 
he died of influenza a short time later. What happened to Harrington is 
unknown. Given that Shotwell died of influenza, it is assumed that Harrington 
may also have met a similar fate. Like so many others passing through the 
legend, Harrington seems to have simply disappeared into the mist never to be 
heard.of.again. 
It has been suggested that either Shotwell or Harrington were the initial 
recipients of Jackson’s letter and alleged map. Speculation further concludes 
that they had found Jackson’s cache of gold at the base of the tent shaped rock 
but.failed.in.their.attempt.to.locate.the.actual.source. 
The very old depression at the base of what I referred to as the ‘Jackson Rock ‘ 
in the last chapter was obviously dug by someone a very long time ago. It is 
definitely not out of the question to suggest that this may have been where 
Shotwell and Harrington obtained their gold. However, the identification of a 
single.pouch.of.gold.does.not.necessarily.confirm.a.direct.link.to.Jackson. 
Jackson stated he buried part of the gold because of the weight. This indicates 
that he buried a substantial quantity of his load. Theoretically, by comparing 
the gold value of the time period with the monetary value of what Jackson did 
pack out would put one-half of his initial pack weight at close to 50lbs. It 
would have taken several pouches the size of the one described in this story to 
move the quantity of gold believed to have been buried by Jackson. 
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Chapter 4 

R.A. 'Doc' Brown 
( Unknown - 1931 ) 

 
Robert Allen Brown, unlike his counterparts in this legend, has never been 
sealed in a maze of speculation and uncertainty. In fact, by all standards, he 
was an extremely colorful and flamboyant character who’s escapades had 
earned him an indelible reputation long before he ever ventured into the rugged 
mountains.beyond.Pitt.Lake. 
There is so much already known and written about Brown that anything 
exceeding a brief biography would provide little more than entertaining 
historical information, irrelevant to the confines of his status in the legend. 
For the better part of his last 40 years, Brown considered Grand Forks B.C. to 
be his home and was very well known throughout the entire area. It was his 
adventures in this area that ultimately earned him his two most infamous and 
recognizable.nick.names.of.‘Volcanic’.and.‘Doc'. 
Grand Forks residents nick named him ‘Volcanic’ Brown after he staked a 
claim on an outcropping of vulcanized rock several miles north of Grand Forks, 
on the Granby River. He was optimistic that a town would be built to 
accommodate the mining on his claim. However, the mineral content was not 
high enough to warrant anything other than a small-scale mining effort. Today 
the site is still referred to by historians, prospectors and some locals as 
‘Volcanic.City’. 
In addition to being a prospector, he was widely known and respected 
throughout British Columbia and Washington State as a natural healer, which 
earned him his second alias ‘Doc’ Brown. It is widely rumored that as a 
secondary source of income he also performed back room abortions which 
inadvertently.reinforced.the.labeling.of.this.second.alias. 
His third and least known alias ‘Sunset’ was supposedly given to him because 
of his wandering lifestyle and countless prospecting expeditions. I have not 
confirmed the accuracy of this story simply because the supposition does 
sound.reasonable. 
Whatever his early background may have been, by the late 1800’s Brown had 
already acquired a reputation for ‘having a nose’ for mineral deposits. In 1892 
he staked the Copper Mountain property near Princeton, B.C., and 
subsequently sold it for $42,000. Copper Mountain, until recently, was an 
operating mine and when traveling the Hope-Princeton Highway, one can not 
help but see the massive mountain of tailings that have been produced by the 
mine.over.the.years. 
What year Brown began prospecting in the Pitt Lake area has yet to be 
determined but he was he was obviously  convinced that the legend was real or  
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he would not have continued searching for a period of at least five years. Early 
accounts say that Brown started his quest armed with only the infamous 
‘Jackson.Letter’.and.his.prospecting.instincts. 
The aging prospector first gained public notoriety for his exploits in the Pitt 
Lake area in November 1928 when he fell victim to frost bite and had to 
amputate.one.of.his.own.toes.and.portions.of.another.two.on.his.left.foot. 
Through sheer tenacity and willpower, this time toughened old prospector 
limped his way unassisted several miles to Seven Mile Glacier before being 
spotted. British Columbia Provincial Police Constable ‘Spud’ Murphy, Alvin 
Paterson, after whom Alvin is named, Caleb Gardner and Harry Corder helped 
Brown.off.the.Glacier.and.into.civilization.for.medical.treatment. 
The last time anyone saw Brown alive was in the spring of 1931 when Alvin 
Paterson and Dave Keton, in charge of the Federal Fish Hatchery near Alvin 
met.him.heading.up.Seven.Mile.Glacier.as.they.were.coming.down. 
 

Photograph of the Federal fish hatchery on Corbold Creek near Alvin.  After traveling through a 
subterranean channel Corbold Creek boils to the surface just to the right of the small 
observation.building.in.the.background. 
 

In November 1931, when Brown did not return from his prospecting trip at the 
pre-determined time, British Columbia Provincial Police Constable ‘Spud’ 
Murphy, Game Warden George Stevenson, and experienced trappers Bill and 
LeRoy.McMartin.were.dispatched.to.search.for.him. 
For three weeks these men battled their way through some of the roughest 
country in B.C., enduring relentless attacks from the cruelest winter storms 
imaginable before being forced to call off the search for the colorful old pioneer 
on.November.20,.1931. 
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For their humanitarian idealism and loyalty under those extraordinary 
circumstances, these men deserve the respect and admiration of anyone who 
has.or.will.explore.the.areas.they.once.trekked. 
The search for Brown was vividly described in several newspapers articles in 
1932 and has since been recited in a wide variety of written accounts. The 
following article is from page 03 of March 20, 1932 edition of the Province 
Newspaper. 
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The provincial archives and other government agencies contacted were unable 
to locate a copy of Stevenson’s report. The only non-specific reference to the 
search, that I have been able to locate, is recorded on page 45 of the 1933 B.C. 
Provincial.Sessional.Papers. 
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One would assume that Constable Murphy would have also filed a report on 
his participation in the search. Again, I have been unable to locate any British 
Columbia.Provincial.Police.documentation.of.the.subject. 
All accounts, post-dating the search, claim that Stevenson and McMartin found 
Brown’s last camp in what local trappers called Porcupine Valley. At the camp 
they are said to have found a collapsible pup tent, some cooking utensils, a 
double barreled shotgun, a notebook containing herbal remedies, and a glass 
jar containing eleven ounces of course gold. The gold is said to have contained 
traces.of.quartz.and.was.believed.to.have.been.hammered.out.of.a.solid.vein.   
Several of the written accounts also identify a stone fire place located at 
Brown’s camp site and that his shotgun was loaded. Although it is generally 
accepted that Stevenson and McMartin did find Brown’s last camp, it is 
interesting to note that Macey’s newspaper account neglected to mention this 
monumental.detail. 
One speculation as to why the camp contents were not included in Macey’s 
article is because the British Columbia Police and Game Commission withheld 
the information. They did not want to create a gold rush and have a stampede 
of inexperienced fortune hunters converging on the area and creating 
unmanageable.chaos.and.mayhem. 
A second speculation is that the contents of Brown’s camp were not initially 
reported or recorded because the searchers themselves had decided to 
independently look for the source of Brown’s gold at a later date. 
There is no evidence to confirm either of these speculations and one scenario is 
just as conceivable as the other. I was hesitant on documenting the second 
scenario because of the negative implications, however, after serious 
consideration, decided to do so only because it has been widely discussed and 
has.become.an.established.part.of.the.legend.itself. 
Macey’s article identifies Brown’s camp as being located at Stave Creek while 
other accounts identify it as being located in Porcupine Valley. One can only 
assume.that.Stave.Creek.and.Porcupine.Valley.are.the.same.location. 
 

Aerial photograph showing the lake at the foot of Stave Glacier.  The lake is often referred to as 
“Upper Stave Lake”.  “Doc” Brown’s last camp was in this general area 
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I have consulted with several government agencies including the Provincial 
Archives, the Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks and the Ministry of 
Forest, in an attempt to positively identify the locations of Homestead Glacier, 
Seven Mile Glacier, Porcupine Valley, Stave Creek and Kennedy Creek. None of 
the.government.agencies.were.able.to.identify.any.of.these.locations. 
With the exception of Seven-Mile Creek which is officially known as Corbold 
Creek, all other names are believed to have been common names given to 
specific locations by local prospectors and trappers and were never officially 
recorded. 
One official of the Parks branch did suggest that Stave Creek may have been a 
local name given to one of the small unnamed creeks that flow into the 
headwaters of Upper Stave River. It was further suggested that because the 
Parks branch was also unable to identify either Seven Mile Glacier, or 
Homestead Glacier that they too were local names given to smaller unnamed 
ice-packs, rather than being actual glaciers which would again explain why 
were.not.officially.recorded. 
 

Photograph taken from a logging landing looking towards the headwaters of Corbold Creek and 
Remote.Peak.area. 
 

According to Macey, Stevenson wanted to continue the search over to Fire 
Mountain and into the Harrison Valley but the search was called off before that 
happened. 
It is not unlikely that Brown would have ventured over to Fire Mountain in 
search of gold. He undoubtedly knew about the gold that was discovered there 
in 1897, and may have in fact have partaken in the initial prospecting frenzy. 
Had Brown been in the Fire Mountain area he would have known that the 
buildings at the old mine site would offer him adequate temporary protection 
from.the.hostile.weather.conditions. 
Under the circumstances, Stevenson may have also thought that Brown had 
decided to seek refuge at the federal fish hatchery at Harrison Lake, rather 
than walking back in the direction of Pitt Lake. Both the Harrison Lake 
hatchery  and  the  Pitt  Lake  hatchery  at  Alvin  were  operated  by the federal 
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government from 1916 to 1936, with the Pitt River hatchery being under the 
control.of.the.Harrison.Lake.hatchery. 
Unless some prospector happens to stumble upon Brown’s remains, we will 
never know where or how he died. I personally doubt that Brown, whether dead 
or alive at the time, was actually very far from his camp when Stevenson and 
McMartin.arrived. 
With the wilderness survival skills he undeniably possessed, it is extremely 
unlikely that Brown would have ventured very far away for anything without 
his shotgun. Additionally, given his prospecting savvy, it is difficult to 
understand why he would have left a jar full of gold in an unprotected campsite 
for.anyone.who.may.happen.by.to.see. 
In 1984, an exciting discovery was made by an individual searching for the 
source of Brown’s gold. A few hundred feet up a little creek that flows east into 
the headwaters of the Upper Stave River, near the lake at the foot of Stave 
Glacier, a stone oven was located. Although the site was well concealed and 
overgrown with vegetation, an ensuing search revealed a prospecting hammer 
and.a.cast.iron.frying.pan. 
The stone oven offers proof that this site was not meant to be just a temporary 
campsite. Anyone taking the time to build a stone oven intended on staying 
there.for.an.extended.period.of.time. 
In 1987, an old mortar and pestle were found in the vicinity of Misty Lake. 
Brown, being a natural healer, would likely have carried a mortar and pedestal 
for.grinding.and.mixing.herbal.remedies,.as.well.as.for.refining.ore.samples. 
The campsite and the artifacts being in such close proximity to each other does 
lead one to speculate with a high degree of confidence that both belonged to 
Brown and that he was prospecting somewhere in the general vicinity between 
Stave.Glacier.and.Misty.Lake. 
 

 

 
Aerial photograph taken in the general vicinity of where Brown’s last camp is believed to have 
been located.  The ‘spot’ in the photo is the reflection of an unidentified object on the ground 
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In mid 1987 a small log cabin on Golden Creek, just inside the boundaries of 
Golden Ears Provincial Park, was destroyed during the construction a logging 
spur road. Golden Creek is a tributary of Corbold Creek. The cabin was small, 
measuring about 12 feet by 10 feet and was in an advanced state of decay. The 
only.thing.that.the.cabin.contained.was.a.variety.of.old.traps. 
To the best of my knowledge, no other cabin has been discovered in or near the 
Corbold Creek area and according to the Parks branch, there are no cabins on 
record in that area of Golden Ears Park. The only two historical cabins they 
have on record within the boundaries of Garibaldi Park are located near 
Garibaldi Lake and Cheakamus Lake. Under the circumstances, there is little 
doubt.that.the.demolished.cabin.was.the.one.Brown.had.been.using. 
I was given the opportunity to accompany two prospectors to a location within 
sight of the headwaters of Golden Creek. Although not proving to be of 
significant.research.value.to.the.legend,.the.location.itself.is.worth.noting. 
The site contained a huge boulder about the size of a small house. It did look 
somewhat like a tent but did not have any markings on it, as Jackson’s letter 
describes. When the two prospectors first visited the site in the 1970’s, they 
found a prospectors hammer and a rusted gold pan a few hundred feet from 
the boulder but nothing else. On this occasion we combed a large area 
radiating out from the boulder and were surprised at the amount of old tin 
cans we found buried or hidden under rocks in many different spots. The tin 
cans had lead circles on the bottom of them which identifies the site as being 
active around the turn of the century. The only treasure discovered on this trip 
was an extremely well preserved empty tin of Borden’s Kiln Dried Milk from 
Ireland.which.was.also.identified.as.circa,.turn.of.the.century. 
However historically intriguing this site is, it does not contain the elements 
required to add significant value to the legend. It is more than likely, given 
what was found, that this location was frequently used as an overnight stop by 
a multitude of early trappers and prospectors as it is situated just off of the 
Corbold.trail.leading.to.the.upper.Stave.River. 
Some of the early written accounts about Brown state that people who knew 
him said he had found a small source of gold during his prospecting 
expeditions but claimed that his last trip was to recover Platinum. As Brown 
was well known for his prospecting abilities, this little twist of unconfirmed 
rumor about platinum should not be totally disregarded until it can be proven 
one.way.or.the.other. 
There is little doubt that Brown found gold and may have identified a source of 
platinum as well. However, all indications are that his source is somewhere 
between the Upper Stave River and Lillooet River and not between the Upper 
Pitt.River.and.the.Upper.Stave.River. 
No one knows for sure how old Brown was when he fell victim to an 
environment of his own design but most believe that he was at least in his late 
70’s. Besides being a memorial to the legend itself, the eccentric escapades of 
R.A. Brown are a time honored tribute to the many nameless prospectors who 
steadfastly endured many hardships and misfortunes to help form the 
foundation of British Columbia’s mining history. 
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Chapter 5 

Fire Mountain 
 
Fire Mountain has been identified as being of significant interest to Game 
Warden Stevenson during the 1931 search for R.A. Brown. The history of Fire 
Mountain is not only interesting in the context of R.A Brown, it is also 
significant to Jackson and may ultimately prove to be relevant to Slumach as 
well. 
In the early 1880’s, gold was discovered near the top of Fire Mountain. The 
elevation of the mineral deposit was such that the B.C. Minister of Mines 
Report for the year 1900 identified it as being under several feet of snow for six 
months.of.the.year. 
In 1887, The Fire Mountain Gold Mining Company started construction of 
Tipella City, 18 miles southeast of the mine site, on the western shore of 
Harrison.Lake. 
 

 
Photograph of a Sternwheeler docked at an unidentified town site on Harrison Lake in 1865. 
B.C..Provincial.Archives:..Number;.G-00810. 
 

In April 1897, the foreman of the Alpha Bell Mines reported in a letter to his 
superiors that the mine was "all things considered the most magnificent 
prospect.ever.seen.in.Lillooet". 
That same year, company official John R. Brown described his recent trip to 
the mine site to a newspaper reporter. "I travelled 40 miles to get to the 
mountain taking Indians, the only aid that could be secured on account of the 
deep snow.. I found that there were two true fissure veins running parallel to one  
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another and crossed in several places by stringers. Wherever these stringers 
crossed, the ore was immensely rich. At the end of 100 feet the ledge widened 
from four to five feet in width and a streak of copper ore had come into the pay 
streak. There is nothing to stop us from developing one of the richest claims ever 
located.in.British.Columbia". 
The Fire Mountain Gold Mining Company’s Money Spinner claim exposed the 
largest deposit. It was an 8 foot wide vein. Two hundred pounds of the ore from 
the vein sent to San Francisco for testing yielded $73.13 in gold per ton. 
According to the B.C. Minister of Mines report there were 1,500 tons of ore on 
the.dump.and.thousands.of.tones.in.sight.by.the.end.of.1897. 
The Fire Mountain Company was not the only company rapidly developing their 
properties. Six adjoining claims were also being developed by the Skookum 
Chuck.Mining.Company. 
 

Photograph of the logging operations at the north end of Harrison Lake in 1987. 
 
In 1898, over a steep and treacherous pack trail, the Fire Mountain Company 
hauled in equipment and built a quartz mill at the mine site. The ore proved to 
be too hard to crush without a crusher so a 50-ton sectional Huntingdon mill 
was.hauled.up.to.the.site.the.following.year. 
The discovery of gold on Fire Mountain in the late 1880’s definitely ignited 
considerable interest in the mining potential of the upper Harrison Lake 
country.and.drew.the.attention.of.countless.prospectors. 
The initial discovery on Fire Mountain was during the early 1880’s and 
Jackson’s time period in question as between 1891 and 1906. It is distinctly 
probable, as previously mentioned, that Jackson was one of the countless 
prospectors drawn to the upper Harrison Lake country in search of their 
fortunes. 
It is interesting to compare the similarities in the style of writing found in 
Jackson’s letter and John R. Brown’s letter of 1897. The identical use of the 
phrase  ‘on account’  and the employment of natives by both Jackson and John  
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R..Brown.are.two.of.several.similarities.that.should.not.be.overlooked. 
In addition to the similarities on the writing style, the similarities in elevation 
should also be considered. Jackson states his source would not be found for 
many years unless someone knew it was there, strongly suggests that it is 
covered by snow for the better part of the year if exposed at all other years. 
The Minister of Mines similarly identified the Fire Mountain properties as being 
covered.with.several.feet.of.snow.six.months.of.the.year. 
The general area around Fire Mountain has been the site of numerous mining 
ventures since gold was first discovered there in the late 1800’s. Even today, 
the search continues and mineral claims extend in all directions right to the 
borders.of.Garibaldi.Provincial.Park. 
The Geological Survey Map identifies a large area around Fire Mountain as 
being the Fire Lake Group. The Fire Lake Group contains greenstone, slate, 
chlorite, greywacke, granulite, andesite, conglomerate, quartzite, minor 
limestone.and.schist. 
As a final general point of interest there is a cabin of unknown origin located 
on the small island on Fire Lake. The cabin was identified in 1987 as belonging 
to.the.B.C..Forest.Service,.government.reserve.No.0308419. 
 

 
Photograph of Fire Lake looking southwest towards the head of Harrison Lake, taken in 1914 by the B.C. Forest 
Service. 
B.C. Provincial Archives:  Number; NA-04376. 
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Chapter 6 

G.S. 'Stu' Brown 
( 1916 - Current ) 

 
Stu Brown entered the domain of this legend with a status that equals if not 
exceeds that of Jackson, when he wrote his first in a long series of letters to the 
British.Columbia.provincial.government,.on.August.20,.1974. 
In his initial letter of that year, Stu Brown claimed to have discovered an 
extremely rich gold deposit worth, in his estimation, between one and twenty 
billion.dollars.within.the.boundaries.of.a.provincial.park. 
In subsequent letters to various B.C. provincial government officials, Brown 
identified his discovery as being the legendary "Lost Pitt Lake Mine" and that it 
was.within.the.boundaries.of.Garibaldi.Provincial.Park. 
Stu Brown was not some eccentric prospector inflicted with gold fever or some 
other illusion of grandeur when he contacted the B.C. government in 1974, he 
was the Supervisor of the Surveys Section - Plant Protection Division - Forestry 
Services.-.Environment.Canada. 
Stu Brown was born in Basswood, Manitoba in 1916. In 1937 he graduated 
from the Minnedosa Collegiate Institute receiving the Governor General’s award 
for.proficiency.in.senior.matriculation. 
Shortly after graduating for the Minnedosa Collegiate Institute, he went to work 
at the Brandon Mental Hospital. In 1941 he graduated from the hospital with a 
certificate.in.psychiatric.nursing. 
Following his graduation in 1941, Stu enlisted with the Royal Canadian Air 
Force and served Canada with honor during World War Two. Trained as a 
navigator, he flew on 17 bombing missions over Germany before being shot 
down 40 miles from their target at Nuremberg. He had spent 21 months in a 
German.prisoner.of.war.camp.by.the.time.the.war.ended. 
Shortly after returning to Canada, he enrolled at the University of British 
Columbia and continued his academic studies. In 1947 he graduated with a 
Bachelor of Commerce degree. In 1948 he received his Bachelor of Science in 
Forestry and in 1951 he received his Masters of Science degree in Forest 
Entomology. 
Stu’s account of how he actually discovered the legendary Pitt Lake Lost Mine 
is quite humorous to say the least. He began by telling me that like everyone 
else, he simply researched all of the available stories of the legend during his 
spare time. When he finally determined where the most likely location was, he 
had the appropriate stereoscopic photos enlarged. With a grin, he added that 
the enlargement was at the expense of the federal government. On these 
photos,  enlarged enough to count trees,  he identified  what he was looking 
for.  
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Stu relays that in addition to his position with Environment Canada, which 
involved countless hours of aerial photo interpretation, he also had 
considerable prior experience looking for minute details and camouflaged sites 
in aerial photos during World War Two. The combination of experience gained 
through these two positions developed into the unique ability to identify 
specifics.that.would.elude.most.others. 
He considers his discovery to be the same as Jackson’s, however maintains his 
belief that it is not the same location as that of Slumach or "Doc" Brown. He 
does however, add that what Slumach found should not be too far away while 
“Doc”.Brown’s.location.is.somewhere.else. 
Stu is very strong in his belief that Jackson’s letter is fairly straight forward 
but curiously adds, “His geographical sense was a bit lacking”. He claims to 
have never actually walked to Jackson’s tent shaped rock, although he says he 
does know where it is located. He chuckles when the subject is discussed and 
in logical simplicity, candidly told me that he found Jackson’s gold creek so 
there was never any need for him to take precious time to walk to a rock that 
he.has.already.seen.through.enlarged.stereoscopic.aerial.photo’s. 
According to Stu, “the location itself is exactly like Jackson described, it except 
the canyon is a little shorter than a mile and one half. Seeing it from the same 
ridge.that.Jackson.once.stood.on.was.an.exhilarating.experience”. 
The creek itself is blocked from exiting the canyon by a natural rock wall or 
short ridge that, in Stu’s words, “looks just like a real man made dam”, about 
100 feet high. When there is sufficient thawing, the water does actually exit a 
small hole in the rock wall for a very short period of time, during late summer. 
Stu’s description of the water exiting the hole is that, “it looks just like the falls 
at Waterton Lake National Park only smaller. The water just gushes out of the 
hole.in.the.face.of.this.natural.rock.dam”. 
He describes a pool at the base of the natural dam as being about twenty feet 
across and “ankle deep in gold”.  The creek itself is only a few inches deep and 
roughly 10 feet across, “a little smaller than Mission Creek in Kelowna”.  The 
entire creek is littered with large gold nuggets and the pool at the base of the 
small.ridge.is.ankle.deep.in.small.nuggets. 
Stu’s description of the hole in the rock wall with water gushing reminded me 
of the way Corbold Creek comes boiling through the subterranean channel at 
the fish hatchery at Alvin. Subterranean water channels and caverns are not 
uncommon.in.or.around.Garibaldi.or.Golden.Ears.Parks. 
In late July 1989, arrangements were made for Stu and our search party to fly 
in to the site under Stu’s guidance and direction. On the day we were to fly out, 
a storm front unexpectedly moved in and the trip had to be canceled due to 
adverse weather conditions. Stu later decided against flying in, saying that 
helicopter activity would draw too much attention to the area. Due to the 
lateness of the season and the personal schedules of everyone involved, there 
were.no.further.attempts.to.go.into.the.area.that.year. 
Stu offered to hike into the site with me so that I could both see it for myself 
and independently document his discovery.   Arrangements were made to hike 
in during the last week in August. It was to take four days, two days in and two 
days out. According to Stu, “the longest distance actually takes less time”.  The 
most direct route is over very  difficult and steep terrain,  which takes longer to 
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cross than it does by going the longer distance via the more indirect and easier 
route. 
Stu’s plan was for both of us to take two empty pack-sacks into the site. We 
would fill one of the pack-sacks with nuggets, walk it out a short distance and 
leave it at a predetermined location. We would then walk back in and fill the 
second pack sack, bringing it out to where the first one had been left. The 
object was to leap-frog the two pack sacks out to the location of our vehicle. He 
believed.we.could.each.carry.80.to.100.lbs..of.gold.in.each.pack. 
Stu and I drove to the north end of Harrison Lake via the Vancouver - 
Pemberton highway. We arrived very late in the day and parked on the main 
Pemberton-Harrison Lake road at the junction of the Fire Mountain logging 
road. We were to begin our two day hike into the location on Terrarosa Glacier 
from.this.point. 
Because of our late arrival, we decided to sleep in the vehicle and start out 
fresh in the morning. Unfortunately, we woke to a heavy rain that had not been 
predicted in the weather forecast. The downpour was so heavy that the trip had 
to.be.canceled. 
The limited window of opportunity, when the creek is accessible, was lost and 
another expedition for that year was not planned. Due to Stu’s age and his 
progressively worsening Parkinson’s disease, a planned trip the following year 
had to be canceled. Stu and I never did plan another trip together and to date I 
have.not.had.the.opportunity.to.return.to.the.area.again. 
During our numerous discussions, Stu did tell me that he was more than 
financially secure with the pensions he received and did not need or want the 
gold for himself. He was primarily interested in the government using the 
resources to reduce or possibly eliminate the national deficit and reduce taxes 
for.all.Canadians. 
I do know for a fact that Stu had become thoroughly offended by the responses 
from all levels of the provincial government. He was extremely concerned that 
the government or some entity from within would secretly take the gold out if 
they knew where it actually was. He was also gravely concerned that with time 
some other independent party would find and remove the gold without 
anyone’s.knowledge. 
In a letter to me dated September 25, 1987, Stu wrote, “As for this summer, the 
situation has entered too critical a stage to have any info released...Above all, 
please keep mum about everything now. One word could quickly upset the whole 
setup. I have had recent disturbing news which I dare not even put on paper. 
You.will.understand.better.when.I.am.able.to.talk.to.you”. 
On October 07, 1987, I received a surprise follow up letter in which he wrote, 
“The expectation all summer that the government would act by going in kept 
things in a state of suspense and now Mr. Flitton has backed out and suggested 
that I apply for a permit to develop the area. As I do not feel competent to 
organize such an undertaking I have written to a very reputable mining company 
for advice...I enclose a copy of Mr. Flitton’s letter which you must keep in 
confidence...I would ask you not to phone or come to visit as it could be the final 
straw...I.hope.to.hear.from.you.shortly”. 
On two occasions in 1989, Stu allowed me to tape record our conversations. 
On one recording he states,  “If the  government doesn’t want  to mine the vein I  
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can understand that but they can still fly in with helicopters and take out 
hundreds of millions of dollars worth of free gold from the creek bottom. I can 
understand not wanting to develop the park, putting roads in and everything 
but....the gold...just pick it up....it would not have any noticeable impact on the 
environment.....fly the stuff out....”. The second recording has been transcribed 
and.is.offered.for.consideration.in.a.following.chapter. 
Frustrated with government inaction, Stu had contacted the Teck Corporation 
in 1987 hoping they had the resources and influence required to legally mine 
the site. In a letter to Stu, dated October 05, 1987, the Teck Corporation 
offered him, “$10.000 and 2% of the Net Smelter Returns provided they 
successfully stake or otherwise acquire mineral title to the site and provided Stu 
give.them.an.exclusive.run.at.the.situation.for.one.full.year”. 
Unfortunately, like all of his previous attempts, Stu’s 1987 negotiations with 
the government and the Tech Corporation failed to reach an acceptable level of 
agreement. It was mid 1988 when Stu told me some of the details of these 
negotiations which he had been eluding to in the letters he had written to me 
in.September.and.October.of.the.previous.year. 
There are people who were either involved with Stu Brown or otherwise familiar 
with his disclosure who have expressed skepticism in his claim. Some dismiss 
his claim as either being over exaggerated or totally fictitious altogether. The 
primary argument from these quarters is that Jackson stated the creek 
disappeared while Stu identifies it as flowing through a hole in a ridge. Others 
point out the significant distance between what is believed to be the ‘Jackson 
Rock’ and the area that Stu identifies. A few have suggested that Stu was party 
to.an.expedition.in.which.someone.else.made.the.discovery. 
Stu Brown has made academic accomplishments, which only the most 
dedicated strive for. His entire background is far beyond reproach. He was a 
senior government official when he began his letter writing campaign. It is very 
clear that both his professional achievements and personal credibility would 
have been completely destroyed, had the government responded positively in 
1974.and.he.in.turn.was.unable.to.identify.the.site. 
For example, in 1975, Stu met with Leo T. Nimsick, former Minister of Mines 
and Petroleum Resources. Mr. Nimsick apparently agreed to allow Stu to bring 
out representative samples, directly to him, at which point they would discuss 
a contract. It is doubtful that anyone would meet with any official if they were 
not.totally.confident.in.their.opinions.and.beliefs. 
In 1988, I telephoned Mr. Nimsick at his home in Cranbrook B.C., to ask him if 
he could elaborate on his 1975 negotiations with Stu Brown. Mr. Nimsick told 
me that he vaguely remembered his meeting with Stu Brown. When I asked 
him about giving Stu permission to remove samples of gold from within the 
boundaries of Garibaldi Park he seemed somewhat hesitant in answering the 
question. He only said he vaguely remembered something about gold from the 
Lost.Pitt.Lake.Mine.however,.could.not.remember.the.details.of.the.subject. 
I asked Mr. Nimsick if he would document what he could remember and send it 
to me at his convenience. He assured me that he would. I did not hear from Mr. 
Nimsick for several months so I wrote to him, again asking for documentation. 
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Stu Brown’s letter to Mr. Nimsick following the meeting where Stu claimed to 
have obtained verbal permission from Mr. Nimsick to remove representative 
samples.of.gold.from.within.the.park.boundaries. 
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Mr. Leo Nimsick’s letter of response to my query regarding Stu Brown. 
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For further independent consideration, I have included selected examples of 
Stu Brown’s letters to the government and the responses he received to those 
letters in the next chapter. These selected letters are public documents and can 
be.independently.obtained.by.contacting.the.appropriate.government.agencies. 
The last time Stu Brown and I talked in person was sometime in late 1990 or 
early 1991. There was a sense of defeat in his voice when he told me that the 
gold was effecting his personal life and he was just going to forget the whole 
thing. He sadly admitted that he was tired of trying to convince the provincial 
government.to.take.action. 
Although we wrote back and forth for awhile, Stu’s letters slowly became more 
infrequent and finally they stopped arriving. I spoke with Stu’s wife briefly in 
late 2000 and she told me that Stu was in failing health and did not want 
anything.more.to.do.with.Pitt.Lake. 
In concluding this chapter it is significant to note that G.S. ‘Stu’ Brown is the 
only person to claim to have found the legendary Lost Pitt Lake Mine and live a 
relatively healthy life long after the fact 
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Chapter 7 

G.S. 'Stu' Brown - Letter Collection  
 
The following letters are representative examples of the correspondence 
between Stu Brown and various B.C. Provincial Government officials that 
began.on.August.20,.1974. 
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Chapter 8 

G.S. 'Stu' Brown 
Transcript of Conversation 

 
The following is a transcript of one of two taped conversations between Stu 
Brown and myself. This particular conversation took place at Stu Brown’s 
home in June of 1989, following a brief helicopter reconnaissance trip to an 
area of interest to both Stu Brown and the group I was associated with at the 
time. 

As part of a publication agreement made between Stu and myself, I have 
censored the name of the creek and the elevations that was referred to during 
this conversation. 

START OF RECORDING 

Rob:  ........flew in there the other day, yesterday, no sorry, the day before. 

Stu:  The day before. 

Rob:  Yes, just to have a look around and check on the snow conditions.  There 
has been, in the area you pointed out, there has been no activity at all. 
 
Stu:  Well, I would suspect that the area right now, the actual material is 
uncovered. 

Rob:  Is uncovered? 

Stu:  Yes, although I don’t know, in relation to the upper part of the glacier. I 
don’t know whether, comparatively speaking you see, I haven’t been in there. 

Rob:  Well, let’s see.  When you go in, you go up "Censored" Creek, you go up 
and over to this lake here. 

Stu:  Yes.   

Rob:  And then straight in---. 

Stu:  Well, when you get in here, the criteria to go on is, this gushing creek 
coming out through the rock -- a water fall.  Fly over it, and it’s a --- sort of in a 
---in an area --- the two sides are higher, and you come down what looks like a  
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dam in a sense, a solid rock dam.  And just below the lip of that is water 
coming through the thing. 

Rob:  That is the area.  Directly right in there. 

Stu:  Let’s look.  No, wait --- no there’s more snow if that’s it. 

Rob:  They figured --- they got out on the ground at this creek ---. 

Stu:  When I was in there, there was no ice or snow or anything. 

Rob:  They estimate the snow to be between 3 and 5 feet deep. 

Stu:  No, there is a lot more snow in there. 

Rob:  Here’s the rest of the pictures for you to look at, just the basic area.  They 
don’t show a heck of a lot, just the basic snow conditions.  There are no signs 
of activity, no footprints or helicopter pad marks, or at least anything they 
could not find. 

Stu:  That’s funny.  That creek should be coming out of there.  He should have 
seen it!  He must have gone in the other way, around the other side of the hill -
-- that’s the circle. 

Rob:  Yes, that’s where they were. 

Stu:  Make sure nobody grabs this map!! 

Rob:  Don’t worry about that. 

Stu:  He must have come in around --- either --- some way in this way. 

Rob:  Yes, well I guess they probably flew straight over it. 

Stu:  Yes, well I said --- maybe I didn’t tell him? 

Rob:  No, you told me. 

Stu:  I told you to go up "Censored" Creek and around here, and I would 
suspect you can see it right --- without any difficulty --- this thing gushing out 
--- right out of the side of the rock.  Yes, this picture is from further up. 

Rob:  Yes, that was taken from the helicopter. 

Stu:  Yes, but I mean further up the glacier from where it is.  Now this looks 
more like it --- in fact that looks very much like the spot.  You know, you would 
almost think he was up on the ridge looking down on the thing.  That’s the 
sharp ridge --- that looks very much like it. 
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Rob:  The front ridge of it? 

Stu:  Well, this is looking down on the glacier side. 

Rob:  Yes it is. 

Stu:  And I would suspect that might be the creek, but it’s under too much 
snow there. 

Rob:  Yes it is.  You would never find anything there now. 

Stu:  You could never do anything there.  This picture is not much, it’s just a 
lake.  It looks very much like it though, although there are so many that are 
similar --- but it being in that area it must be the one. 

Rob:  Well --- this comes down and you have a ridge on both sides, a high ridge 
on the east side and one not as steep on the west side ---. 

Stu:  Yes, well you have an ‘X’ in there --- there is certainly contours going way 
in to indicate a sharp creek, and these contours here lead up to a very sharp 
prominent hill of some kind.  Yes, there is two, two --- but if --- damn --- you 
see, these pictures are all oriented the other way, the reverse of what I came in 
on.  You see, I came in from this way, and he must have come in ---. 

Rob:  Is this the direction you came in on? I’m not exactly sure which way they 
came from, I didn’t go. 

Stu:  Well I can tell they came in from the north a bit, here.  Now just a second, 
they are looking down the glacier more than up it.  My pictures are taken up 
the glacier --- I have several more pictures.  I was wondering if --- no it doesn’t 
show. This one here --- no it isn’t --- let’s see --- no it doesn’t.  You can see that 
that is some of that, looking the other way. 

Rob:  Yes, definitely, opposite directions.  It could be that one there if the snow 
was gone on it.  This would be the one here, just looking at it in reverse. 

Stu:  No. I didn’t take any pictures when I got right into the creek.  I didn’t 
want anybody, at that time, I didn’t want anybody swiping pictures and being 
able to identify things.  No, those are not exactly the spot.  This is the closest to 
it.  Now this one here is looking up --- okay it would be looking up this way.  
Even this one here shows more ---.  That’s looking down on the lake though. 

Rob:  On this lake here. 

Stu:  Yes. 

Rob:  What does the canyon look like, from the inside, when there is no snow 
there? 
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Stu:  Oh, it’s pretty steep.  Quite steep on both sides.  Below where the water 
comes out it’s down about, oh, it could be upwards of 100 feet, where the water 
comes out and drops.  You have to climb up to this sort of dam and get over it 
to get into the sort bottom of the lake.  But the ridge on the west side of that 
goes up quite steeply, and it is bare rock, it never covers over, it’s always clear. 

Rob:  An almost vertical cliff, straight up and down. 

Stu:  No.  Too much wind, snow won’t collect on it. 

Rob:  And it’s straight in from the end of this lake. 

Stu:  That’s this part, this ridge right up here.  Now this is the sharp ridge 
mentioned in the ‘Jackson’ letter.  He had to get from there, down into this 
canyon, and it was extremely steep.  Now, unfortunately these contours are not 
accurate enough to be indicators of where the dam could be. 

Rob:  I think they said there was sort of a dam, or a small ridge across the front 
of this ---. 

Stu:  There is a ridge across the front of the creek that the thing comes 
through. 

Rob:  How high up the wall face does it come out? 

Stu:  It could be this creek here, above this part here.  Oh, it’s 50 to 100 feet 
up the wall face, 50 feet anyway, and the waterfall falls straight down, vertical 
drop, after it comes out of the hole.  It just comes bulging out of the hole and 
down, like the Great Falls. 

Rob:  We must have been in the wrong spot then. 

Stu:  I don’t know why he wouldn’t see that, unless it’s covered over with snow 
and doesn’t show, and not thawing quickly.  But, I suspect it should be there.  
But, the thing is as I say, the real way of getting in there would be --- go up 
around this way.  I’m sure, from right anywhere in here, you could see that --- 
it’s wide open, the falls as it comes out of the dam. 

Rob:  In the canyon itself is it a small creek? 

Stu:  It’s a narrow --- it’s a creek. It would be as big as, well it’s not as big as 
Mission Creek I don’t figure. 

Rob:  It’s a fair sized creek then? 

Stu:  Yes, it’s maybe half the size of Mission Creek. 

Rob:  About 10 feet across? 
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Stu:  Uh --- well yes, maybe wider, certainly wider in the spring.  It was late 
summer when I was in there, later than this.  And this is why I haven’t been to 
pushy about getting things done, so far, because I figure there is no use going 
in there till the end of July. 

Rob:  What does the creek enter?  Does it enter and underground cavern? 

Stu:  When it comes out of the wall? 

Rob:  No, inside the canyon itself.  Does it come down and just disappear? 

Stu:  It comes into a kind of a --- a little pocket and then from this little pocket 
it flows through this hole in the rock and comes out below.  And above this 
pocket of course is the --- the --- the main creek part --- the --- what do you 
call it?  I forgot what --- gold --- the term they used for Slumach’s gold. 

Rob:  Nuggets? 

Stu:  Canyon or something. 

Rob:  Oh, gold canyon? 

Stu:  Yes --- I guess Slumach’s gold canyon.  Now comparing this picture a wee 
bit ---. 

Rob:  Can I get a picture of you doing that Stu? 

Stu:  Ummm --- I hesitate getting pictures of me. 

Rob:  I won’t do anything except develop them until I get your permission. 

Stu:  Well --- you see -- somehow or other I think this is the spot in there --- 
it’s uh --- just a minute, I’m having a hell of a time and it’s been so long now, I 
may have forgotten some of the stuff.  No, I would suspect that this might be 
the picture.  Right in there with the faint blue showing through.  But I have --- 
when I was in there I was well oriented because I spent half a day or so just 
looking around, doing nothing else.  I think that must be about where the 
water --- that could be the --- yes --- you see this little tiny spot there? 

Rob:  There is a little knob right there. 

Stu:  No, I’m looking at the depression.  It looks like water.  I would suspect 
there is a little pond in there --- the sand trap thing --- and it comes out there 
some place.  But this down here I recognize quite definitely as where we had 
the camp.  Right on this open, and there was no wood, nothing, we had to pull 
wood across from the side of the hill to make a campfire.  It was open and quite 
flat, reasonably nice for a campsite. 

Rob:  Can I get a picture of you with your finger on the spot? 
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Stu:  Who’s going to get the this picture? 

Rob:  Just me. 

Stu:  Yes, but who’s going to break into your house and steal it? 

Rob:  Nobody, I don’t think.  Very few people know we are doing this....... 

Stu:  There is a lot more know than you might think. 

Rob:  Oh I realize there are hundreds of people looking for it, there is no doubt 
about that. 

Stu:  Yes, but there is a lot more who know that you are too! 

Rob:  Oh?  Is that right? 

Stu:  Yes!  And with your information ----.  The information that I had in the 
paper on the interview, and the one in Victoria, you saw that one? 

Rob:  Yes. I have a copy of that one as a matter of fact. 

Stu:  I thought there was a later one out. 

Rob:  I believe there was one in the Vancouver Sun, but I didn’t see that one. 

Stu:  Could be --- maybe they didn’t do much ---. 

Rob:  So, that’s how you got there?  You went up past this lake --- 

Stu:  The best way is as I say, come in around here and when you get 
somewhere here you will see the waterfall gushing out of it.  You can’t miss it!!  
Oh, the view from where you would first see it --- the area is about a mile wide 
or nearly that.  And where the water is coming out is quite open.  You can see -
-- it’s a half a mile of space to look at, so you can’t miss it! 

Rob:  In front of this lake is a real small ridge ---. 

Stu:  Yes.  This is the sharp ---. 

Rob:  A little ridge, then you get into another valley, it’s basically ---. 

Stu:  Well, it’s the canyon, it’s the canyon part --- it’s real --- once you’re over 
this rock wall which is solid it’s not broken, it’s completely solid rock with a 
hole in it and the water is coming through.  Once you get past that it’s quite 
narrow. 

Rob:  Do you need ropes to get into it? 
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Stu:  I don’t think so.  You have to be careful it’s quite steep.  If you landed on 
the one side you should be all right although you are on ice there and you don’t 
know what you are going to run into.  But, in the late summer of course the 
glaciers aren’t as dangerous.  The deceptive snow cover has melted off and you 
are not a likely to break through, as you are earlier. 

Rob:  There is the lake.  Here is where they were looking but it is this one here 
actually ---. 

Stu:  It could have been the wrong one --- no it wasn’t.  It’s fairly steep.  The 
creek comes down fairly steep, which I would suspect is --- well you can see the 
contours.  It’s in there, it’s definitely --- all these go way in so there’s a gully 
coming down there.  But --- you can see the contours aren’t too far apart so the 
stream is quite steep. 

Rob:  Well, they said above all this was solid snow so it must still be under ---. 

Stu:  Yes, well it’s glacier --- no it’s between the glacier and the ridge where the 
creek comes down, most of it.  That’s why the water is flowing, it’s glacier melt 
and it’s coming down there.  Well, maybe I shouldn’t say glacier melt it’s more 
like the previous winters snow pack that’s feeding the creek.  But, it must flow 
oh, 6 months of the year, that creek. 

Rob:  Is that right? 

Stu:  It’s not --- even if it’s under the snow. 

Rob:  Does this look like the creek?  Maybe we got into the wrong canyon ---. 

Stu:  No, this is not the --- well darn it might be at a different spot. 

Rob:  They couldn’t figure out where this creek started from. 

Stu:  And they didn’t look at it?  I would suspect that you might find something 
in that creek because I think it’s connected.  I think that could be the creek but 
not in the same location it’s at. 

Rob:  Behind that --- somewhere ---. 

Stu:  It would be --- well it may be down in there further, below that.  You see it 
goes down through there and that may be where the canyon part is.  I’m not 
sure, they may have been to high up as I say.  But, I never traced the creek to 
the top or anything, I don’t know what feeds the ---what makes the beginning.  
I’m quite positive from the contours up here that it can’t be beyond anywhere 
up here because you’ve got a ridge that’s "Censored" feet high.  Those pictures 
are from what? 

Rob:  These pictures were taken from "Censored" feet. 
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Stu:  Yes, "Censored" feet roughly. It’s about "Censored" --- I --- I --- figured 
about "Censored" feet or there abouts where the --- but it could be a little --- 
well the creek comes down a short distance and drops about 500 feet in no 
time at all.  There is a drop right there of 500 feet. 

Rob:  The tent shaped rock is in the canyon is in the canyon itself is it? 

Stu:  Yes --- sort of --- almost --- pretty well in the creek bottom. 

Rob:  What kind of mark is on it? 

Stu:  Marker? 

Rob:  No, Jackson said he put a mark or something on it. 

Stu:  Jackson? 

Rob:  Yes ---. 

Stu:  Not that I know of.  I didn’t see any.  He buried some gold under it, 
scraped away underneath and put a few thousand dollars worth of nuggets in 
there. 

Rob:  Did you find it? 

Stu:  I didn’t bother. 

Rob:  I guess not ---. 

END OF TAPE 

During this conversation Stu did identify the fact that he was not alone on at 
least one of his trips into the area.  He does use the term ‘we’ twice.  Once 
when referring to the campsite at the lake and again when referring to the 
gathering.of.firewood. 
I can not disagree that Stu’s own reference to another person or persons does 
support one aspect of the skeptical argument as identified in chapter 6.  
However, Stu told me long before this conversation took place that he was not 
alone.  He openly acknowledges this fact but does maintain that he is the only 
one.who.knows.where.the.exact.location.is. 
Regardless of my own personal opinion of Stu Brown or the validity of his 
claim, the information he shared with me has been offered for independent 
consideration and evaluation. 
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Chapter 9 

VICKERS CREEK 
 

Many people still consider Vickers Creek to be an important clue to the location 
of the legendary gold deposit. Vickers Creek was also of interest to myself 
during the early stages of my research. It was one of several locations 
incorporated into a triangulation theory used to calculate possible gold 
deposits.within.the.geographical.fault.areas.common.to.the.overall.search.area. 
Vickers Creek flows into Pitt Lake a short distance southeast of the head of the 
lake. The area was of considerable interest to the mining community during the 
early 1900’s and apparently, to a lesser degree, still is today. Given the 
continuing interest in the area, a brief mining history of Vickers Creek is 
offered.for.further.consideration. 
In 1908, the mineral claims on Vickers Creek were extensively worked by the 
Golden Ears group. This mining group was primarily interested in the copper-
sulfide.deposit.discovered.in.the.area. 
In June 1914, a shipment of 2 tons of ore was sent to the smelter in Tacoma 
Washington. This shipment yielded: Gold, trace; Silver, 5.46 oz. to the ton and 
Copper,.11.39.per.cent. 
In July 1914, 10 tons of ore was again sent to the smelter in Tacoma. This 
shipment yielded: Gold, trace; Silver, 4.76 oz. to the ton and Copper 10.27 per 
cent. 
Again that year another 9 tons was smelted. This shipment yielded: Gold, 
trace;.Silver,.4.38.oz..to.the.ton.and.Copper,.9.62.per.cent. 
In 1915 the claims changed hands and the Viking Mining Company took 
possession of the mineral rights. The mining company had great expectations 
for their property and did considerable amount of development work on the 
mine. They also erected an aerial tramway from the mine site to a bunker on 
Pitt.Lake. 
In 1916, another shipment of 162 tons of ore was sent to the Tacoma smelter. 
This shipment yielded: Gold, 0.02 oz. to the ton; Silver, 2.5 oz, to the ton and 
Copper,.4.1.per.cent. 
In 1918 and 1919, the claims were owned by a mining group called the Luck 
Four. In 1921, the Pitt Lake Mining Company, under the direction of Mr. 
William Henry Wolley of Vancouver, assumed possession of the property. 
According to the 1923 Report of the Minister of Mines, there are two mineral 
bearing veins on the Vickers Creek properties. These veins are filled with 
quartz, calc-spar, kaolin and bracciated wall rock and mineralized with 
pyrhotite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, covellite, and some sphalerite. 
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Sketch of the Pitt Lake Mining Company Development Plans - 1923 
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Chapter 10 

General Geology 
 
Geology is a very complex subject. It takes a great deal of study, time, and field 
experience to gain the knowledge and ability to identify the natural 
environments in which minerals are usually found. It is not practical to write a 
complex chapter on geology for the purposes of this book. Although most 
common minerals can initially be identified by appearance, it is also helpful to 
have a general understanding of the natural environment or rock formation 
that.hosts.them. 
The primary mineral elements are identified in one of the three major groups. 
These groups are metals, semimetals, and nonmetals. The metals group consist 
of six elements; Copper, Gold, Iron, Mercury, Platinum, and Silver. The 
semimetals groups consist of two elements; Arsenic and Tellurium. The 
nonmetals.group.consists.of.three.elements;.Diamond,.Graphite,.and.Sulfur. 
Gold is found in a wide variety of environments. Gold located in rock 
formations is commonly referred to as ‘vein’ gold. Vein gold is most commonly 
found in quartz veins, sulfide veins, and iron stained rock that has been freed 
of sulfide. Displaced gold commonly referred to as ‘placer gold’, occurs when 
gold moves from its original host environment. Placer gold is most commonly 
found in creek and river beds. The prospectors’ rule of thumb for looking for 
the.vein.source.of.placer.gold.is;.“the.rougher.the.placer.gold.the.closer.the.vein”. 
Jackson clearly states in his letter that the gold carried quartz. Few will argue 
that this identifies a gold vein in the immediate vicinity of his placer discovery. 
His letter offers significant geological clues to the location, such as; “The water 
was almost white, the formation for the most part had been slate and granite, 
but.there.I.found.a.kind.of.schist.slate.formation”. 
Gneiss, Hornfels, Marble, Phyllite, Quartzite, Schist and Slate are all members 
of the Metamorphic Rock family. Metamorphic rocks characteristically contain 
common high-temperature primary minerals such as quartz, feldspar, mica 
and.garnets. 
Metamorphic formations are stratified. Stratification is also frequently referred 
to as banding or banded rock. Metamorphic formations usually contain 
concentrations of a single mineral. The stratification gives the loose appearance 
of waves or twisting in the rock. An excellent example of stratification can be 
seen in the mountains around Hedley, B.C. The vast amounts of gold extracted 
from the gold mine at Hedley over the years is also a prime example of the high 
concentration.of.mineralization.found.in.such.formations. 
Schist is the third and final product of the geological evolvement of clay to 
mica. The first stage in this evolution is Slate the second stage is Phyllite. 
Schist is distinct from any other primary rock because of its mica banding and 
domination of a single mineral such as garnets and kyanite. 
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Gneiss is also of interest because it is difficult to distinguish the differences 
between it and schist and gniess can range from gray to white in color. Was 
Jackson confused about what type of rock formation he had found when he 
said, “a kind of schist slate formation” or was he referring to a formation his 
friend could identify? When he states, “the water is almost white”, a most 
curious reference, was he possibly referring to white gneiss which, again, he 
thought.his.friend.could.identify? 
There are several Metamorphic rock formations scattered throughout the 
overall search area. Stratification is more prominent in some areas than others. 
As I pointed out in my introduction, nothing should be ruled out until the gold 
is literally in hand. However, after dismissing several areas, my own attention 
was focused on the stratification found in the Terrarosa Glacier area. ‘Stu’ 
Brown also made reference to this formation and it can also be seen very 
clearly.from.where.‘Doc’.Brown’s.last.camp.is.believed.to.have.been.located. 
In the context of Jackson’s letter, it is interesting to note that each quadrant of 
Terrarosa Glacier is bordered by a different geological formation. The north and 
south boundaries are a Hornblende Migmatite formation, the west boundary is 
a predominantly Hornblende Quartz diorite formation, and the east boundary 
is.within.the.Fire.Lake.Group. 
For reference purposes, I have included a basic geological map of the overall 
search area. The map is not to scale.  The park boundaries are not included 
and some of the small geological outcroppings are not identified because of the 
map size. 
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Chapter 11 

TRAILS 
 

The following trails are ones that I have either followed for various distances or 
am otherwise personally aware of. As previously stated, the majority of these 
trails are still fairly well defined and relatively easy to follow. 

CORBOLD CREEK TRAIL 

This particular trail is arguably the most widely recognized and documented 
trail associated with this legend. Although commonly referred to as the Corbold 
Creek trail, the trail only follows Corbold Creek a relatively short distance. The 
trail begins near the confluence of Corbold Creek and Pitt River. It follows the 
banks of Corbold Creek to the junction of Golden Creek. From the junction the 
trail parallels Golden Creek, continuing over the divide, south of Remote Peak, 
into the upper Stave River valley. A significant portion of the lower section of 
this trail, outside of the Garibaldi Park boundary, has been overlaid by logging 
roads. 

SLOQUET CREEK TRAIL 

The prominent portion of this trail begins at the mouth of Sloquet Creek on the 
west side of the head of Harrison Lake. Like the Corbold Creek trail, lower 
sections of the Sloquet Creek trail have also been overlaid with logging roads. 
At the junction of the north and south Sloquet Creeks the trail splits into three 
distinct trails, each going in specific directions. As previously mentioned in the 
chapter.on.Jackson,.there.are.hot.springs.at.the.junction.of.the.two.creeks. 
The north Sloquet Creek trail goes to the southern end of Terrarosa Glacier. 
The south Sloquet Creek trail travels to the base of Mount Lamont. The most 
prominent third trail follows the main Sloquet Creek valley, traversing the 
mountain divide south of Mount Glendinning before descending into the upper 
Stave River valley. When the main trail reaches the upper Stave River it again 
splits.into.three.directions. 
One trail heads north towards Stave Glacier and continues on to follow 
Terrarosa Creek to Glacier Lake and Glazier Lake IR.12. I have simply named 
this section of the trail system the Terrarosa Creek trail. It was not far off of 
this trail that the stone oven, believed to have been ‘Doc’ Brown’s was located. 
The second finger of the trail heads south, assumably to Stave Lake and points 
south...I.have.not.followed.this.particular.trail. 
The third, and possibly most significant section of the Sloquet trail, connects 
with the Corbold Creek trail where both meet in the upper Stave River valley. 
This  third trail can be  considered an  extension of  what has  been labeled the  
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the Corbold Creek trail. The correlation between the Corbold and Sloquet Creek 
trails suggests that this trail was a direct route between Pitt Lake and Harrison 
Lake. 

ICEWORM CREEK TRAIL 

I have been unable to identify any specific name to this trail so I have simply 
dubbed it the Iceworm Creek trail. The trail begins at Glacier Lake and follows 
Snowcap Creek to Snowcap Lake. Although I lost the trail at the eastern end of 
Snowcap Lake I did find a similarly well-defined trail at the headwaters of 
Iceworm Creek at the western end of Snowcap Lake. I can only assume that 
these two trails are actually one and the same. The trail continues down 
Iceworm Creek into the upper Pitt River valley. The trail does not divide when it 
reaches the upper Pitt River it continues south down the eastern side of the 
upper Pitt River. I again lost the trail when it overlapped into logging 
operations. I am confident that this trail continued to at least the head of Pitt 
Lake. It appears to have been a direct route between Pitt Lake and Glacier 
Lake. 

UNKNOWN TRAIL 

During one of my many associated adventures, a group of us decided to set out 
on a long weekend to see if we could identify the location of a cabin rumored to 
be located on the north side of Mount Pitt. The story surrounding this cabin is 
not well known, very vague at best and I have never located any documentation 
to.support.any.aspect.of.this.story. 
The story alleges that miners had discovered a rich gold deposit in the area 
north of Mount Pitt, sometime during the late 1860’s. A cabin had been built 
near the discovery by a group of miners and a small contingent of British Royal 
Engineers from Port Douglas. Apparently the cabin was unusually large and 
was intended to house a large contingent of miners, intent on working the 
property. The story concludes by saying that all of the participants in this 
mining venture were slaughtered near the site of the cabin. The story suggests 
that the killings were actually executions conducted by unidentified natives in 
retaliation for the sexual exploitation of native women by members of mining 
expedition. 
Our group decided to follow the southern banks of Tuwasus Creek. Tuwasus 
Creek is located in the valley immediately north of the Iceworm-Snowcap Creek 
valley. This route was chosen because it appeared to be the most practical and 
more.accessible.than.alternate.routes. 
We drove as far up the Tuwasus Creek logging road as possible before heading 
out on foot. We could not find any defined trails to follow so we simply followed 
Tuwasus Creek itself. After following the creek at various elevations for a day 
and a half we came across an extremely old fire ax stuck in a large fur tree, 
just a few feet up the bank of Tuwasus Creek. A few hundred yards further 
upstream we came across a constructed trail that headed up into a little side 
valley that joined Tuwasus Creek. The trail headed in a southerly direction and 
is located almost directly north of Snowcap Lake. 
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The trail appeared to either start or end at the junction of Tuwasus Creek. We 
had followed Tuwasus Creek and had definitely not encountered any trails 
downstream of this point. There were absolutely no indications that this trail 
continued.in.any.direction.in.the.Tuwasus.Creek.valley. 
 

Photograph of the author, R.W. (Rob) Nicholson standing by the ‘fire axe’ found imbedded in 
the.tree.during.the.Tuwasus.Creek.Expedition. 
 
It was more than obvious that this trail had been built decades ago by someone 
who had expended considerable time and energy in its construction. The trail 
was roughly three to four feet in width and had been both excavated in the 
high points and cribbed with rock in numerous locations on the low points. 
The construction methods looked very similar to those used by the British 
Royal.Engineers.in.their.construction. 
Torrential rains that began on the second day of our hike forced us to abandon 
our search for the fabled cabin that we had set out in search of. We were 
unable to continue on because Tuwasus Creek quickly became a raging torrent 
and the ever swelling side creeks became too dangerous to cross safely. 
Although we had abandoned our trek to the north side of Mount Pitt, we did 
decide to follow our newly discovered trail. We had only followed it for about an 
hour before deciding to return to our vehicles before the smaller creeks we had 
already.forged.became.impassable. 
The cabin on the north side of Mount Pitt remains a rumor. The identification 
of a constructed trail strongly suggests that there is a legitimate aspect to some 
of this story. However, who actually built this remarkable trail, why it does not 
continue in any direction from the Tuwasus Creek site and where it actually 
goes does remain undetermined. 
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Chapter 12 

Summary 
 

Slumach brought a substantial quantity of gold into New Westminister on at 
least one occasion during the 1880’s. Jackson wrote his infamous letter 
claiming that to have found a creek, literally full of gold, sometime around the 
turn of the 19th century. Shotwell and Harrington are on record as returning to 
civilization with an undetermined quantity of gold in 1911. Gold was found in 
R.A. ‘Doc’ Brown’s last known camp in 1931. In 1974, G.S. ‘Stu’ Brown 
documents his claim to have found billions of dollars worth of gold in a location 
that.matches.the.description.given.in.Jackson’s.letter. 
It is extremely difficult to discredit the legend or at least the existence of a 
significant gold deposit, given the historical documentation associated with 
these 6 key people. Slumach may have gone into parts unknown, via Pitt Lake 
and Jackson may have come out of parts unknown via Pitt Lake, however all 
indications strongly suggest that the legendary gold is located somewhere 
between the Stave Glacier area and the lower Lillooet River and not within the 
upper.Pitt.River.region.itself. 
 

Logging operations at the head of Harrison Lake in 1987.  Port Douglas (Fort Douglas} is in the 
background to the right. 
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Slumach and ‘Doc’ Brown’s gold obviously came from a vein while Jackson, 
Shotwell and Harrington and ‘Stu’ Brown’s source can definitely be identified 
as a placer deposit. It is highly unlikely that Slumach would have ‘picked’ gold 
out with a pen knife or that ‘Doc’ Brown would have ‘chipped’ gold off, had 
there been a placer deposit within the immediate vicinity of either of their 
locations. 
The identification of two different types of gold circumstantially identifies two 
different locations of gold. In my opinion, there is a high probability that there 
are three separate gold deposits, independent of the other, that have been 
erroneously interconnected through the generality of the legend itself. My 
hypothesis is not only based on the obvious differences in gold, it also takes 
into consideration the geological structure of the entire search area, the various 
fault lines, the locations of different sites, and distances between these 
identified.sites. 
I would be negligent in my writing if I did not additionally warn anyone 
contemplating an independent ground search that during the course of my 
research, I have met people who have intentionally contaminated areas to 
confuse.searchers. 
 

                Photograph of a rock cairn located near the headwaters of Corbold Creek. 
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There is little if any doubt that the source of the gold is within the boundaries 
of Garibaldi Park. Anyone actively conducting a ground search has no option 
but to accept the fact that it is illegal to prospect or otherwise remove anything 
from.within.the.park.boundaries. 
Hiking in Garibaldi Park should not be taken lightly under any circumstances, 
especially in the glacier regions. The terrain is rough, the weather 
unpredictable and carnivorous animals abundant. Regardless of the reason for 
hiking in Garibaldi Park or any other parks for that matter it is extremely 
important to take all necessary precautions and make personal safety the 
ultimate priority. Study available maps, know the hazards and be prepared for 
the unexpected. All expectations and achievements will be in vain if personal 
safety.is.in.any.way.compromised. 
 

Aerial photograph showing the heavy snow packs in the higher elevations in the general search 
area.in.early.June. 
 
A person can not hike anywhere in the areas that I have mentioned for more 
than a few hours without finding signs of previous human activity and 
unfortunately,.an.increasing.amount.of.modern.garbage.left.behind.by.others. 
Out of respect for the legacy left behind by the legendary, the unfortunate and 
anyone else who was or will become involved in the pursuit of this legend, I do 
request that all areas and campsites be cleaned and left in a natural, 
undisturbed and unpolluted state for others to experience and enjoy. 
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Chapter 13 

Unusual and Uncanny 
 
 
The mystery and intrigue surrounding the legend of the Lost Pitt Lake Mine can 
not simply end within the domain of unexplored reality. The incorporation of 
the cryptic realm of the supernatural into the stories has not only added to 
their entertainment value, it has also given birth to some fascinating tales that 
challenge the imagination. This legend would not be complete without 
examining the contents of a selection of these extraordinary stories. 

                                     Slumach’s Ghost 

Slumach’s ghost undeniably constitutes an indelible portion of the legend. It is 
therefore important to have a general understanding of the traditional Stolo 
native.belief.involving.life.after.death. 
The Stolo people traditionally believed that everyone has a soul and when a 
person died their soul simply left their body and became a ghost. The ghosts do 
not go to a happy hunting ground or any other land of the dead, they wander 
their land for eternity. No harm will come to anyone from seeing a ghost, 
however being touched by one is believed to cause paralysis and sometimes 
death. 

                                         Sasquatch 

Sasquatch sightings are not an uncommon occurrence in southwestern British 
Columbia and the northwestern United Stated. Native legends surrounding the 
Sasquatch go back centuries and there are reported sightings by Europeans 
that can be traced back to the earliest explorers. Even former United States 
president, Theodore Roosevelt claimed that he saw one while hunting in 
Oregon. 
The Fraser Valley, between Harrison Lake and Pitt Lake, is an area well know 
for Sasquatch sightings and is famous for the multitude of stories that 
ultimately follow any sighting. It should therefore come as no surprise to 
anyone when I say that several credible witnesses have reported seeing this 
fabled.creature.while.searching.for.the.Lost.Pitt.Lake.Mine. 
The most intriguing story that I have heard occurred during the late 1970’s 
between Harrison Lake and Stave Glacier, at an elevation of approximately 
3500 feet. The person who told me this story is the same person who had the 
encounter with the Sasquatch. I have no reason not to believe the account. The 
individual is a professional, he appeared to be very honest and sincere when he 
told me his story, and has absolutely nothing to gain by providing anyone with 
false or misleading information. 
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According to the story, while setting up his tent in the late afternoon he noticed 
what he thought was a bear, standing on its hind legs, watching him from 
behind one of the many rock outcropping. Within a very short period of time it 
became apparent that the animal was not a bear but rather a Sasquatch. 
Although the informant had his rifle within reach he did not feel the need to 
have it in hand or to shoot at the creature. He had an inner sense or ‘gut 
feeling’ that the Sasquatch was not a threat and was more curious than 
anything.else. 
After what seemed like hours, but in reality was only a few minutes, the 
Sasquatch began to slowly circle the campsite. Initially the Sasquatch ran 
between the protective rock outcroppings as it circled. After only a couple of 
rounds it began to walk more openly and use less concealment. Eventually the 
creature walked completely in the open. At no time did it make any aggressive 
movements. The only sign of obvious aggression occurred when the informant 
tried to light a campfire. The fire was put out immediately and the Sasquatch 
calmed.down. 
 

 
Photograph of Chehalis natives at Harrison Hot Springs engaged in their traditional Sasquatch 
ceremonies.in.1938. 
B.C..Provincial.Archives:..Number;.G-03893. 
 
The informant, although not having any feeling of immediate impending danger 
did not sleep that night. He sat up and kept a vigil on the Sasquatch. 
Apparently the Sasquatch did the same thing. The informant continued hiking 
in the direction of the upper Stave River the following morning. The Sasquatch 
followed, staying off to one side at a distance of about 200 yards away. The 
Sasquatch  did not make any attempt to hide or conceal itself and continued to  
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the hiker before suddenly wandering off in another direction during the mid 
afternoon. The informant said he watched the Sasquatch through binoculars 
until it was just a small speck in the distance. He lost sight of the creature 
shortly after it began climbing a near vertical rock face. He believes that the 
Sasquatch may have entered a cave that is concealed on the side of the jagged 
rock.face. 
Although this was the first time he had ever seen a Sasquatch, he is convinced 
that they are not harmful unless they are provoked or believe they are being 
threatened.…He.used.the.fire.incident.as.an.example.to.support.this.belief. 
He is convinced that the Sasquatch actually live in the subterranean caves and 
caverns common to the area. And, is further convinced that the reason 
Sasquatch remains or corpses have not been located or identified is because 
the living creatures take the bodies of the dead to tombs, somewhere within the 
same natural underground chambers in which they live. Although he would 
not elaborate on either of these opinions, he did indicate he was doing his own 
independent research on the Sasquatch and would publicly release his findings 
when.his.project.was.completed. 
According to the native elder who assisted me with much of the native aspect of 
the Pitt Lake legend, Sasquatch will not harm anyone unless a person looks 
directly into their eyes. Should anyone look directly into the eyes of a 
Sasquatch, when it is closer than the length of a man, it will steal that persons 
soul.and.they.will.most.likely.die. 
Traditional Stolo belief is that the Sasquatch is one of several supernatural 
creatures living in the natural world. The natives call these strange and 
unnatural creatures Slalakums. Slalakums are physical creatures and are 
completely separate and different than spiritual beings. Traditional belief is 
that the sight of one of these powerful supernatural creatures causes serious 
illness, soul sickness, soul-loss, unconsciousness and sometimes death. 
 
                                             The.Old.Native.Woman 
 
I first heard this story when I worked at the logging camp at the head of Pitt 
Lake. Originally I dismissed it as being totally fictitious and just too bizarre to 
publicly repeat. However, while studying native history and learning about 
traditional native beliefs in Slalakums, the story slowly began to transform 
from.bizarre.and.ridiculous.into.the.realm.of.the.supernatural. 
The incident took place a few miles north of the logging camp at Alvin in the 
early 1970’s. One of the loggers working at Pitt Lake supplemented his income 
with a small trap line. The trap line was located on the east side of the Pitt 
River.in.a.little.side.valley.between.Corbold.Creek.and.Shale.Creek. 
According to the story continually being retold in the logging camp, the logger 
was out checking his traps when he noticed the most beautiful white fox he 
had ever seen, watching him. Wanting to add the valuable fox pelt to his 
collection, he followed the fox for a couple of hours. The cunning fox showed 
itself.frequently.but.always.remained.just.out.of.rifle.range. 
The logger, loosing sight of the fox followed its tracks around a sharp bend into 
a narrow canyon. Just after entering the canyon he looked up and saw an old 
native woman about 20 yards in front of him.  She was standing by a campfire, 
outside the entrance of a large cave. She did not seem to be startled at his app- 
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earance and continued stirring the contents of a huge cauldron hanging over 
the fire. The fox was sitting beside her. The cave reportedly had some kind of 
unusual incandescent swirling light shining inside it. The old women beckoned 
the.logger.to.come.closer.but.made.no.effort.to.move.away.from.the.fire. 
The logger, after almost having a heart attack, high tailed it back to camp as 
fast as his legs would go. When he arrived back at Alvin he immediately quit 
his job, packed up his possessions and went back to Maple Ridge on the next 
boat. Within a few weeks of the incident he had sold his home in Maple Ridge 
and.moved.to.the.interior.of.British.Columbia. 
People who claimed to have known the logger, say that he was a highly skilled 
woodsman and was not a person who would scare easily. They firmly believe 
that he saw something that thoroughly terrified him. No one believed that he 
would ever concoct a story like this. Apparently it took several years before this 
fellow would even come back to the Maple Ridge to visit his friends and 
relatives. 
There is no explanation to this story, with the exception of comparing the old 
native women the logger reportedly encountered to the native Slalakum known 
as.the.cannibal.woman. 
Traditional Stolo native legend says that the cannibal woman had always lived 
in a rancid smelling cave above Yale. When her cave was destroyed during the 
construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway she moved to an unknown 
location, far away in the mountains. The cannibal woman stole children and 
took them back to her home to eat. To the best of my knowledge, traditional 
belief.does.not.acknowledge.the.cannibalization.of.adults. 
It is also interesting to note that the side valley where this encounter allegedly 
took place may also be within an area that has traditional cultural significance 
to the Port Douglas natives. The traditional beliefs of the Lillooet natives of 
which the Port Douglas are associated is also worthy of consideration in this 
story. 
According to the Lillooet’s traditional stories, there is a very ancient and evil 
woman who lives at Devils Lake. Devils lake is located south of Lillooet and 
north of the Stein River valley. The natives say that this ancient woman has 
very long hair and often floats around Devils Lake on a log, chanting songs that 
they do not understand. It was common practice for natives who passed by the 
lake, to blacken any exposed skin with ash so that the evil women would not 
see.them. 
This legend continues on to say that any man or beast who enters the waters of 
Devils Lake simply disappears. Although Devils Lake is considered by the 
Lillooet’s to be the home of this ancient evil woman, she is also said to wander 
the land, in search of souls. 

Wolves 

In my introduction I mentioned that several loggers at Pitt Lake had reported 
seeing a wolf that was head and shoulders above the stumps of a freshly felled 
cut block. This wolf was seen by almost everyone working in the landing at the 
time. 
Without  exception,  everyone  who  saw  this  wolf,  confirmed its unusual size. 
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Wolves of this size have been seen by numerous people, throughout the search 
area over the years. Most of these sighting have escalated into wild and 
entertaining stories that include everything from werewolves to the 
transformation.of.Slumach’s.ghost. 
Stu Brown is among the people who have reported seeing extremely large 
wolves in the region. He told me that although he was familiar with wild 
animals, he could not readily confirm the identity of the particular species of 
wolf he saw. He suggested, based on its size, that it may possibly be a member 
of a species thought to have become extinct in the area during the latter half of 
the.last.century. 
This opinion should not be readily dismissed considering the fact that wolf 
populations were virtually destroyed in southwestern British Columbia and 
Washington State through over hunting by the first half of the 20th century. 
Wolves, classified as Olympic wolves, are being reintroduced to the Olympic 
Peninsula of Washington State. 

Unnerving Sounds 

Unless someone has a recording of the sounds that can be analyzed, it is not 
practical to speculate as to who heard what, where. Nature itself can be 
deceiving and in that deception may lay rational explanations to some 
interesting vocal stories. 

Water 

During the construction of the Golden Creek logging spur road at Pitt Lake, 
everyone on the road crew heard unnerving sounds. The sounds made me 
immediately.think.about.the.stories.of.Slumach’s.ghost. 
What I heard, definitely sounded like someone moaning in agony. The road 
crew was accounted for and there was no one else working in the area at the 
time. The sounds were intermittent and seemed to come from different 
locations in a confined area. No one could determine an isolated source. Both 
my helper and I did a quick search of the immediate area but did not find 
anything. 
Shortly after I began drilling to widen a corner of a switch-back, water came 
gushing out of the drill holes. The escaping water had definitely been under 
pressure. The sound produced as the water escaped can best be described as a 
combination high pitched moan and a steam valve releasing. The sounds that 
were heard were actually air trapped in the underground stream that was being 
forced to the surface through the tiny cracks and seams in the rock. The 
pressure would build and then release, causing the intermittent moaning 
sounds. The pressure was so great that the water sprayed out in a high arch 
across to the other side of the road. It took several minutes before the pressure 
subsided.and.the.water.flow.was.reduced.to.a.steady.stream. 
Underground miners say that eerie sounds made by water pressure deep 
beneath the surface of the earth is not uncommon. Several underground 
miners who have hear similar sounds say that they often joke about mining so 
deep they are hearing the screams from hell. 
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Kaolin deposit exposed during the construction of a logging road ‘spur’ off of the Golden Creek 
mainline. 
 
Wind 

One prospector told me that while searching in the upper Pitt River - Iceworm 
Creek area, both he and his partner became so unnerved by the frequent eerie 
sounds they heard coming from somewhere above them that they seriously 
considered.terminated.their.search. 
The prospector described the sounds as being a variety of screams and moans 
comparable to the sound effects of a horror movie. After considerable debate, 
the pair, somewhat reluctantly, decided to find out what was causing the 
sounds. 
What they found on a rock face above them was an unusual rock formation full 
small depressions, pockets and small holes of various size and depth. After 
careful observation, they came to the conclusion that the sounds were a 
natural phenomenon. When stronger gusts of wind blew across the unusual 
rock formation, a variety of unnerving sounds would emanate from the 
different.pockets.and.holes. 
The variations in the ghostly chorus were entirely dependent upon the direction 
and velocity of the gusts of wind blowing across the natural oddity. These 
sound effects can be loosely compared to the sounds made by blowing over the 
tops of bottles. 

The Lost World 

In 1978, Warren Scott of Haney, B.C., informed the news media of an exotic 
lost world he had discovered in a small valley somewhere near the headwaters 
of the upper Pitt River. This secluded location apparently had a tropical climate 
where extinct vegetation grew in abundance.  Inhabiting  the valley  were 6 foot   
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meat.eating.horned-lizards,.huge.white.frogs.and.a.150.year.old.man. 
Scotts’ original discovery of the ‘primitive area locked in time’ occurred in June 
1973, near his placer gold mining operation. The gold mine is located near a 
small lake with an island in it at an elevation of approximately the 1800 
meters. 
Scott apparently brought out a couple of small horned-lizards and gave one to 
the biology department at Simon Fraser University for study. The story 
continues on to say that a scientific expedition was dispatched from the SFU, 
to the location of the valley. The expedition was unsuccessful in locating the 
valley.and.returned.empty.handed. 
I have never followed up on this story, however it has always intrigued me. 
There are interesting similarities with other stories and I have also often 
wondered if there may be some type of unlikely common denominator 
connecting the old man from this story, the old woman the logger encountered, 
the old women Jackson claimed to have been helped by, and the missing native 
tribe.identified.by.Duff.as.the.Squalls. 
As strange as this may seem, I can honestly say that I have seen some type of 
horn or antler that did not come from any animal that I am aware of. If it was 
natural, it came from some type of mutated life form that would definitely 
interest.the.scientific.community. 
When I worked at Pitt Lake, one of the loggers had a unique object displayed on 
the wall above his bed in the bunkhouse. When I inquired about it, he told me 
that he had found the object in the Pine Cone Creek area, shortly before I 
began.working.there. 
The thing almost defies description. I can only say that it looked like some kind 
of cross between an antler and a tusk. No one in the bunkhouse had ever seen 
anything like it before. Likewise, no one was able to identify what type of 
animal.it.may.have.come.from. 
The object was a very light sandy color, cylindrical in shape and straight. It was 
about 21/2 feet long and 4 inches in diameter at the base. In addition to being 
cylindrical, it appeared to have grown in a spiral fashion almost giving the 
appearance of tightly twisted dough. About half way up from the base it divided 
into two branches to form a very narrow ‘Y’ shape. The two branches were 
straight and paralleled each other. Each of these branches again divided into 
two short tines. The tines were about 2 inches in length and had very sharp 
points. 
I asked the logger it I could borrow his unidentified ‘antler-tusk’ so that I could 
take it in for analysis and possible identification. He was just as excited and 
mystified about it as I was and assured me that he would take it to either the 
Fish and Wildlife department or UBC for identification, as soon as his shift was 
over. 
The logger left for his days out, only a day or two before me. I never did return 
to the camp because of my health problems. What became of the logger and 
this.unique.item.is.unknown. 
The albino frogs in the lost valley story apparently have an amphibian relative 
living in the main upper Pitt River. An equipment operator running a front-end 
loader at a gravel pit not far from the logging camp at Alvin dug a large white 
lizard out of the gravel bank. The lizard scrambled out of the bucket ran across 
the road and disappeared into the Pitt River.  
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The loader operator did not like to discuss the incident simply because the 
more the loggers told his story, the larger the lizard grew. The loader operator 
did tell me that the lizard he saw was not 6 feet long, it was more along the size 
of.an.iguana,.about.2.to.3.feet.in.length. 
With all of the subterranean caverns and water channels in the area, it is likely 
that many of them are connected to the Pitt River itself. Any natural 
amphibious creature dwelling in areas with no direct light or minimal exposure 
to light, do lack color pigmentation. For the most part, albino creatures are 
abnormalities of nature. Abnormalities in size can, in most cases, also be 
classified as natural phenomena. 

Snakes 

The stories of huge, anaconda sized snakes in the upper reaches of the Pitt 
River are not as widely known or documented as most other stories are. The 
stories of huge snakes are vague and difficult to research, however one story 
told to me while I worked at Pitt Lake is somewhat more realistic in context and 
therefore.worth.repeating. 
One of the fallers, on his way back to camp after work, noticed what he though 
was an unusual small log in the Pitt River, just north of the logging camp at 
Alvin. What had caught his attention was the fact that it looked like the log was 
very slowly moving upstream, against the current. The faller said he stopped 
and watched what he initially thought was a log for just a minute or so before it 
submerged. Just as it started to submerge, it began slithering and a definite 
tail arched out of the water. Although he did not see the entire snake, he 
estimated it to be at least 30 feet long, about 2 feet in diameter, and dark 
brown.with.grayish.tones. 
Pitt Lake is the only freshwater tidal lake in British Columbia. Salt water 
creatures, such a eels and sea snakes are know to travel into freshwater rivers 
and lakes in other parts of Canada and throughout the world. It is not out of 
the question to suggest that some of the sightings of huge snakes may have an 
unexplored.natural.explanation. 
It is fitting to close this chapter by saying that a two-headed snake is also one 
of the Slalakums of traditional native beliefs. These Slalakums have two heads 
are black in color with round ears and red eyes. The sizes of these snakes vary. 
Most are said to be about 6 inches in diameter and 20 to 30 feet long, while 
others are 2 to 3 feet in diameter and up to 200 feet in length. 

 


